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Chapter 1. Introduction
entered the body at birth and departed the
body at death; and the “ethereal soul” (the
hun 魂), which entered the body some time
after birth, could temporarily leave the body
during periods of sleep, and after death wondered alone through space and time.4 From
about 770 BC, the early demonic medicine of
China perceived these unattached souls (or
spirits or demons) as inherently evil and constantly striving to hurt people.5
The earliest surviving record of needles being used in the context of “acupuncture” dates
from the 5th century BC. Sun Ssu-miao cited
the earlier physician Pien Chio, from the 5th
century BC, who recommended the exact
location of thirteen puncture points for the
needle treatment of demon-related illnesses,
the points being given names such as “demon
camp”, “demon hearts” and “demon hall”. 6
This suggests that initially acupuncture may
have been used in the context of expelling
demons from the body.
In the closing years of the Chou period
(481-221 BC, known as the Warring States
period), less significance was given to the influence of dead ancestors, but illness (and
misfortune) was still seen as being largely
caused by demons. And shaman-like practi-

A brief history of Chinese
medicine
The early seeds of Chinese medicine can be
traced back to the Shang Empire (1800-1600
BC). Like other early cultures around the
world, at this period in China the belief was
that illness was a state caused by the evil intentions of a third party, such as a curse from
another person or from an ancestor, which
then caused bad things to happen. 1 This
could include physical signs or symptoms but
also bad luck—and such bad luck was considered a part of the “illness”. For example, a
toothache was thought of as a “tooth illness”
that was caused by a curse. A common remedy was to make an offering to the displeased
ancestor to attempt to placate them and
hence lift the curse.2 And to this day, making
offerings to ancestors remains culturally important in China, though the motivation is
now more related to securing good luck for
the family. In a similar way, another factor
believed to cause illness was the wind, where
the wind itself was thought of as having evil
intentions.3
It was believed that each person had two
souls, the “corporal soul” (the po 魄), which
13
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tioners, called wu, were used to exorcise the
demons.7

chose five natural substances: water, wood,
fire, earth, and metal (p.263).

The concept of “yin” and “yang”
During the last centuries of the Chou period
(around the 4th century BC) there was a
move by Chinese intellectuals to explain
worldly phenomena as natural occurrences,
without referring to mysterious forces such as
gods or ancestors. Empirical evidence seemed
to suggest that many phenomena in the world
could be grouped into pairs, where opposing
forces appeared to act between the pair, so
that as one of the pair became stronger, the
other became weaker—such as in the alternation between day and night. And the principle could be applied to every physical and
functional aspect of a person’s body, including
their organs. The terms yin 陰 and yang 陽
were used to describe these opposing forces—
the terms originally meaning “shady side of a
hill” and “sunny side of a hill” respectively
(p.345).8

The Huang Di Nei Jing
Probably the oldest surviving document describing the comprehensive application of the
yin-yang and five phase doctrines in Chinese
medicine, is the Huang Di Nei Jing (The Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine—
Nei Jing for short). The document is a series
of scrolls containing a collection of separate
essays by different authors, the earliest probably dating back to the 2nd century BC.10 The
document is divided into two parts, the Su
Wen and the Ling Shu, and these terms alone
are usually now used to refer to these separate
parts of the Nei Jing.
Already, by this early stage, the documents
feature different schools of thought, each favouring either the five phase or the yin-yang
doctrine; and even the yin-yang doctrine was
also further divided into either four or six
phases by some schools. There is clear disagreement between the differing schools,
sometimes providing contradictory explanations for the same phenomena.11 And the disagreements also extended to such subjects as
the detail of each organ’s role in metabolism
(p.33).

The five phase doctrine
Around the time that the yin-yang doctrine
first appeared, a second natural philosophy
that would influence Chinese medicine thinking was created, known as the five phases. Its
creator is thought to be Tsou Yen (circa 350270 BC),9 who arranged natural phenomena
into five categories, rather than two. According to Tsou’s doctrine, all phenomena may
exist in any one of five states, and these five
states (or phases of existence) may transform
into one another in an organized cycle, with
the progress determined by one of several relationships that were thought to exist between
the five phases. To name the phases, Tsou

The Nan Jing
Another important classic text is the Nan Jing
(The Classic of Difficult Issues). This was
compiled a few centuries after the Nei Jing,
probably in the 1st or 2nd centuries AD,12
and clarifies and expands upon many of the
issues introduced in the Nei Jing.
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The common foundations
Despite these differing doctrines and the disagreements in other areas, some of the knowledge described is common to every faction
within Chinese medicine and has remained
stable for over two thousand years. This is the
knowledge gained from practical observation,
rather than from theorizing, and includes
• the details of the main meridians and
acupuncture points (acupoints);
• the organs they relate to;
• the signs and symptoms produced
when a particular organ is stressed;
• the facial colour, tone of voice, and
scent also produced when each organ is
stressed;
• the mental and emotional factors that
impede the organ functions; and
• the lifestyle factors that promote either
good or ill health.
All this knowledge was acquired over two
thousand years ago and remains the same today.
The evolution of medical knowledge
In 1973, fourteen medical scripts were unearthed from the Ma-wang-tui graves near
Hunan. The graves date back to 168 BC, and
the scripts help to clarify some aspects of the
evolution of medical knowledge leading up to
the Nei Jing.
The Ma-wang-tui scripts describe only
eleven main meridians which were said to
flow independently of each other, and only
four of them were said to be linked to internal
organs. And it was considered that the signs
and symptoms a patient suffered were associated with a certain meridian, and that it was

the meridian itself that was ill, rather than the
illness being associated with an organ. It was
thought the illness consisted of either a deficiency or surplus of the contents of either the
upper or lower section of the meridian.13
But by the time of the Nei-jing, the full
twelve meridians were described, each connecting to a separate organ; and all the meridians were now thought to flow into one
another in a continuous cycle. It was now also
recognised that the same signs and symptoms
mentioned above were associated with illnesses in certain organs (rather than in the
meridian), and that these illnesses were merely
reflected in signs in each organ’s related meridian (i.e. the “movement” of the organ’s “influences” in the meridian).
The introduction of needles
It is also notable that the Ma-wang-tui scripts
(pre 168 BC) contained no indication that
needles could be used to puncture the various
“holes” on the meridians to achieve therapeutic effects. Instead, the use of moxibustion
(the burning on the skin of powdered mugwort plants) was recommended as the sole
method for influencing the contents of the
meridians. The earliest surviving documented
account of the use of needles for therapeutic
effect is in Ssu-ma Chien’s biography (of 90
BC) of the earlier physician Shun-yu I. Legal
documents survive recording two trials of
Shun-yu I, in 167 and 154 BC. He was accused of malpractice due to his use of needles
and asked to explain their use, which suggests
the practice was unfamiliar to his accusers.14
By the time the Nei Jing was compiled,
only shortly after Shun-Yu I’s lifetime, acupuncture was adopted, in addition to
moxibustion and blood letting, as the domi-
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nant therapeutic technique. This suggests that
the use of needles in acupuncture became
widespread somewhere between the life of
Shun-Yu I (around 160 BC) and the composition of the various chapters of the Nei Jing,
very shortly after this.15

The terms used in Chinese medicine
The Nei Jing constitutes a sophisticated system that describes how the body works, becomes ill, and may be treated. Yet in ancient
China, there was only a rudimentary knowledge of the body’s internal anatomy. The dissection of corpses for medical education was
not culturally acceptable, though it was still
occasionally performed. 16 At that time
though, this rudimentary knowledge of internal anatomy was not sufficient to provide a
physiological explanation for the signs and
symptoms of ill health that the physicians
observed (as recorded throughout the Nei
Jing). Their ingenious solution was to instead
devise a system of anatomy and physiology
using the analogy of their state’s administrative and military systems.17
The new administrative systems (emerging
after the conclusion of the Warring States
period) had to now organize, feed and manage large populations—in the newly unified,
stable and peaceful China. And the collective
population of a large state was seen as being
analogous to a single person’s body.
Grain fed the state and kept it alive, just as
it does a person. There were massive storage
facilities to store the grain, which were akin to
the organs in a person’s body that tended to
store resources; hence the term zang 脏 was
used to refer to such an organ, which is translated as “depot” or “long-term depot”.

In the state, there were also centres of consumption, largely the palaces, where the grain
was processed and consumed; and these were
akin to a person’s organs that tended to process the grain to extract the resources from it;
hence the term fu 腑 was used to refer to such
an organ, which is translated as “palace” or
“short-term repository”.18
To allow the resources to be exchanged between the depots and palaces, they were
linked by a system of transportation channels,
or conduits, which were termed the jing 經
and luo 絡. The term jing mai 經脈 referred
to the main vessels that linked every depot
and palace, and translates as “conduit vessel”.
Today, these are usually known as either “meridians” or “channels”. The term luo mai 絡脈
referred to the secondary vessels which were
thought to branch off from the main vessels,
and translates as “network vessel”. Today,
these are usually known as “collaterals” or
sometimes “luo channels”19 (all these terms are
further clarified on page 29).
The term jing was a direct reference to the
large rivers in China (jing shui) running from
the mountains and into the countryside,
bringing nourishment to the land.20
Irrigation played a vital role in China
throughout its history. Authors from the 3rd
to the 1st centuries BC stressed the importance of opening clogged waterways, draining
floods, and irrigating the soil, to ensure the
productivity (or health) of the land. 21 And
these concepts were applied to the body,
where it was seen as vitally important to keep
the flow of substances through its conduits
clear, which then ensured the health of the
person; whereas any blockages in the conduits
(meridians) were seen as being one of the major causes of illness.22
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The Nei Jing texts abound with descriptions of how to identify the depletion or repletion in a particular organ (one of the depots
or palaces) which is responsible for a health
problem, and of the blockages in conduits or
network vessels which give rise to pain or discomfort. And to this day, acupuncture treatments are often described as “dredging a meridian” to clear its flow—just as ditches are
dredged to clear a problem in the health of
the state.23
In the body, each of the organs (the depots
and palaces) were considered to have a different function; and to characterize these functions, they were compared to those of the officials of state. Chapter 8 of the Su Wen describes them as follows.
The heart was equated to the ruler (or
emperor); the lungs to a chancellor or mentor
who functioned to provide order and moderation; the liver to a general who provided
planning and deliberation; the gallbladder to
a “rectifier” who was responsible for making
decisions and judgements; the small intestine
to the official who received “what had been
perfected” and transformed it further; the
large intestine to the official who “transmitted
[things] along the way” thereby producing
“changes and transformations”; and so on.
And it was said that “…All these twelve officials must not lose contact with each other.
Hence, if the ruler is enlightened, his subjects
are in peace…. If the ruler is not enlightened,
then the twelve officials are in danger. This
causes the paths to be obstructed and impassable.”24
Just as the state was protected from outside invaders by its military, so the body was
seen as being protected in the same way.
Pathogens (such as wind) may “hit” the body,

and to protect us, the body possessed guards
(wei 衛) who were responsible for fending off
the attack. And, as in military strategy, when
the body was weak, it was then that invaders
would take advantage. And this same principle also applied inside the body. When any of
the organs became weak, the other organs in a
position to do so would take advantage and
“subdue” (ke 克) their neighbours or “seize”
(sheng 生) their territory.25 According to the
five phase doctrine, this notion produces the
“control” (ke) and “generation” (sheng) sequences that were thought to exist between
the main organs (p.263).26
The Nei Jing was the first medical text to
describe the workings of the body using the
analogy of a state’s administrative and military
apparatus.27 And other advances also included
changed notions regarding pathogens and
illness. Wind was still considered to be a major cause of illness, but it was no longer seen
as having evil intent. The wind was simply
one of several natural phenomena that could
cause illness (as well as heat, cold, dampness
and dryness), but it was not inevitable that
you would fall ill when exposed to these
pathogens; this depended on your body’s ability to resist the pathogen, and was no longer
down to mere fate.28
Over the two millennia since the compilation of the Nei Jing, Chinese physicians have
argued over the meanings (and even the validity) of many passages. The most contentious
issues have been the change to reading pulses
only at a patient’s wrist, rather than palpating
certain locations on every meridian (p.299),
and the application of the five phase doctrine
to medicine (p.267).29
Through all this time, there have been
separate schools of thought in acupuncture,
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some choosing to apply only certain aspects
of the Nei Jing, while others focus on other
aspects; and this same approach exits today,
with numerous different styles of acupuncture
being practised. The fundamental knowledge
tends to be the same in all schools (that is, the
bullet points listed on page 15 above) and the
main differences tend to be in the approach
to forming a diagnosis, selecting the acupoints
to use, and in needling technique.

Who invented acupuncture?
Today’s acupuncture schools tend to refer
back to the Nei Jing as the source of all key
knowledge on the subject, which is understandable. This is how I was trained, and the
ancient systems and terminology have a
beauty and charm to them, and when applied
in practice, acupuncture works as well today
as it always has done. After all, the ancient
Chinese invented acupuncture, so surely their
writings convey the subject.
At first glance, this might appear so. But
an important fact usually overlooked is that
acupuncture is not manmade. It was not invented by the ancient Chinese, nor by anyone
else. The phenomenon (that is, what happens
in the body when an acupoint is stimulated,
and how this affects the organs and other systems), this phenomenon has always been present in the body, and may even have been
present from the earliest stages of evolution. It
is said to exist in all life forms, including
plants; and in an animal embryo, the primo
vascular system (which is geographically related to the meridian system) is the first system to form, even before the vascular or nervous systems do, which then form around the
primo vessels (p.321).

It is true that (according to the surviving
texts) the ancient Chinese were the first to
discover how to activate this acupuncture system. But the mechanisms in the body that are
utilized have always been present, from millions of years before humans evolved.
What the ancient Chinese did discover is
the information in the bullet list on page 15
above; that is, the signs and symptoms each
organ produces when stressed, the accompanying diagnostic signs, the meridian pathways, and the main causes of disease, including mental and emotional factors. All this
information is fact based, since it was gained
from practical observation, rather than from
theorizing; and over two thousand years later,
it still forms the core of Chinese acupuncture.

The challenges for acupuncturists
today
The training of acupuncturists today is based
on the Nei Jing, but apart from its fact-based
core content, its other content is notoriously
difficult to understand, since it is either
metaphorical or uses theories that are incompatible with today’s medical terminology—
theories to attempt to explain how the body
works, how people become ill and how acupuncture works to treat those illnesses. Apart
from the challenge of understanding these
theories, another big obstacle is that many of
them are simply untrue, which only makes it
even harder for them to be understood and
accepted.
One way this book helps is by demonstrating how to determine which of the Nei Jing
content is fact-based, which is metaphorical
and not intended to be interpreted literally,
and which is simply untrue (Chapters 2, 3
and 14).
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This makes learning Chinese acupuncture
easier, but when practising acupuncture, another great challenge then arises. How on
earth do you explain to patients what their
condition is and how acupuncture works to
treat it? Much of the vocabulary you learnt as
an acupuncture student would be incomprehensible to them—and also to anyone outside
of Chinese medicine.
However, since the phenomenon of acupuncture is a natural part of the body and was
not invented by the ancient Chinese, it ought
to be possible to explain it in relation to today’s anatomy and physiology,* so that everyone
can understand what it is, how it works, and
what conditions it can treat. This is the other
challenge undertaken by this book. It uses
terms and concepts familiar to today’s readers
to explain how acupuncture works, to describe all the common health conditions
treated by it, and their causes—including
mental and emotional causes.
This makes the entire subject much easier
to understand and learn, and enables acupuncturists to use terms and concepts familiar
to their patients to communicate about the
patient’s condition and any aspect of the
treatment.

*

Note that when this term is used in this book,
this is referring only to the scientific study of anatomy and physiology. It is not in any way referring to
the pharmaceutical approach to healthcare, which is
an entirely separate activity. That activity utilizes
knowledge from contemporary physiology (often
misguidedly), but this does not mean that contemporary physiology is the pharmaceutical approach to
healthcare. These two should not be confused, nor
equated to one another.

My journey in writing this book
In my early thirties, acupuncture transformed
my health and life. The treatments were like
nothing I had ever experienced and they had
unexpected effects, rejuvenating my energy
(overnight I felt like a nineteen-year-old
again), and even appearing to awaken feelings
and sensibilities within me which I had long
since forgotten existed. After a few weeks, I
was a different person.
Years later, I trained in Chinese acupuncture and started my own practice. I found the
treatments routinely had the same dramatic
effect on many of my patients, curing serious
conditions they suffered for years and transforming their lives. Naturally, I felt the desire
to spread the word to as many people as possible. But several obstacles stood in the way,
the most significant being that it simply was
not possible to tell patients how acupuncture
worked, nor to communicate this to other
healthcare workers, scientists or the media.
Today we think about healthcare in terms
of how the nervous system or the chemistry of
the body communicates between the main
organs, and we look for disruptions in these
systems to explain health problems. We also
rely entirely on the contemporary terms for
diseases, whether or not we know what those
terms mean. For example, the Greek suffix “itis” is often added to the Latin or Greek term
for a part of the body to indicate there is
swelling in that area, giving us labels such as
“tendonitis”, “tonsillitis”, “bronchitis”, “appendicitis” and so on. We are familiar with
these terms and imagine they describe the
condition—even though the terms merely
mean there is swelling in a particular location.
They do not in any way describe why there is
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swelling, and often the reason may not even
be known. Or we may be told the problem is
with the chemistry of our body—that perhaps
there is an imbalance in our hormones.
Whether or not this describes the cause of our
problem, rather than being merely an indicator of it, does not matter. We are familiar with
the concept, so we feel we understand it. This
is the way we are used to thinking about our
bodies and illness.
In contrast, as mentioned above, acupuncturists today are still trained using terms and
concepts that originated in the Nei Jing
(though they have often been modified or
added to), so when talking about acupuncture, these are the terms acupuncturists tend
to use. For example, I might say to a patient
that their migraine symptoms were produced
by “Liver chi stagnation” (a term used in today’s Chinese medicine). To understand this,
the patient would naturally attempt to convert the term into the concepts they were used
to, and might imagine I was saying they had a
liver disease of some sort. They might reply
“But my doctor did a blood test last week
which revealed no problem with my liver,”
and give me a puzzled look.
To clarify, I might then use Chinese medicine concepts to describe the disease mechanism and say something along the lines of:
“The yin of your kidney is deficient, which
means the yang of your liver is not restrained,
enabling it to rise up into your head and produce your migraine symptoms.” Again, the
patient would attempt to convert this into the
concepts they were used to, perhaps trying to
imagine hormonal imbalances or physical
abnormalities in their organs or bodily structures. But such Chinese medicine concepts do
not ordinarily translate into the terms of con-

temporary anatomy and physiology, so the
patient would, understandably, be left baffled.
And this same situation also meant that other
healthcare workers, scientists and the media
also had no idea what acupuncture was or
how it worked, which has generated much
prejudice and widespread misunderstanding,
even causing some people to claim the system
has no physical effect and is an intricate hoax.
It was clear to me that acupuncture
worked (and had a far more powerful effect
on my own health than any other healthcare
system I had tried), but even when trained as
an acupuncturist, I still had no idea how it
worked—in terms of contemporary anatomy
and physiology. What was physically happening in the patient’s body during and after an
acupuncture treatment? There was no explanation for this. And it was partly my burning
desire to spread the word about acupuncture,
and partly the need to satisfy my own insatiable curiosity that drove me to find an explanation.
My first few years of research were fruitless. I had a large store of unusual firsthand
experiences to draw upon (some explained in
this book), together with my experiences of
the effects of acupuncture on patients and on
myself, and of course knowledge of the Nei
Jing. The task was to use contemporary medical concepts to devise an explanation of how
acupuncture worked, such that it accounted
for all these experiences. I spent several years
trying to imagine a control system, similar to
the nervous or hormonal systems, or some
way that acupuncture might interact with
these systems. It seemed logical that acupuncture did this, since this is how we are used to
thinking about how the body works. But
none of the systems I devised seemed credible.
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Then one day I realized that acupuncture was
not a control system at all, and instead it
achieved its effects by utilizing the resonance
that exists between each of the abdominal
organs and specific locations on the body.30
As described throughout this book, the
signs and symptoms of an illness are caused
by the improper function of an organ, due to
the organ being stressed in some way. And
due to the resonance that exists between that
organ and a specific bodily location (a particular acupoint), this causes that location to
become tender. By stimulating one of these
tender locations, this same resonance is utilized but in reverse, which encourages the associated organ to cancel out the improper
function in itself that caused the location to
become tender. The organ function returns to
normal and the signs and symptoms clear.
This hypothesis then needed to be tested
experimentally. Fortunately, I had a background in electronics and programming,
which meant I was able to begin the research
myself. I spent the following two years designing the experiments and equipment necessary
to demonstrate this resonance.
Measuring the electrical impedance at
acupoints had been done since the 1950’s
(p.322). It was found that when an organ was
diseased, the impedance at its related acupoints dropped notably. This seemed like a
good starting point. By studying the impedance at key acupoints in real time (taking
1,000 samples per second), I found that the
tissue at an acupoint adopted microscopic
patterns that mirrored the real-time states in
the related organ (p.333).
It transpired that all organ states were constantly being conveyed to every part of the
body on electromagnetic waves; and that all

bodily tissue intelligently interpreted this information. It is even possible that it was this
process that initially caused the body to
evolve in response to the organ functions, and
hence also caused the tissue that now constitutes the meridians, to evolve so that each
meridian now emphasized the information
from its related organ (p.353).
Thus, the “intelligent tissue” hypothesis
resulted. This process of bodily tissue constantly interpreting organ information conveyed on electromagnetic waves, is able to
explain why, in response to organ stress, acupoints become tender, and meridian phenomena also result, such as boils, red or cold skin,
or even shooting pains. Then, when one of
these tender acupoints is needled, this causes
the tissue at the acupoint to release this borrowed stress and revert to normal function,
which transformation is communicated back
to the related organ via the same electromagnetic waves, causing the organ to also revert
to normal function.
Key experimental results are summarized
starting on page 323. But before this, the
book primarily focuses on the clear communication of what Chinese acupuncture is, how
it works, how it is practised, and what it can
treat.

The layout of this book
Chapter 2 describes the Nei Jing notions of
metabolism (how the organs transform the
food we eat into useable resources), explaining
which notions are fact based and which are
untrue; and also explains and translates the
key Chinese medicine terms, such as chi 氣.
Chapter 3 describes the varying notions of
chi through the history of Chinese medicine,
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including the 1970’s reinterpretation of it. It
also suggests an approach that may enable
practitioners who are familiar with the 1970’s
concept of chi, to be able to accept the new
“intelligent tissue” explanation for all meridian phenomena.
Chapters 4 to 10 are dedicated to the individual organs, and describe the organ functions by referring to the practical observations
of the Nei Jing, and also comparing these with
contemporary physiology, so that the key aspects of the Chinese medicine organ systems
and disease mechanisms can be clearly understood.
Chapters 11 and 12 cover painful meridian symptoms and the mental and emotional
factors in causing disease.
Chapter 13 provides detailed case histories
covering many common conditions, from
diagnosis through to the outcome of the
treatments; and these are referred to throughout the above organ chapters.
Chapter 14 describes which of the Nei Jing
content is factual, which is metaphorical, and
which is simply untrue. Many Nei Jing passages and theories are analysed, demonstrating
an approach that can be used to identify the
fact based content, so that students are then
able to more fruitfully study the Nei Jing for
themselves.

Chapters 15 and 16 discuss issues related
to pulse diagnosis and the treatment of viral
or bacterial infections.
Chapter 17 summarizes the scientific evidence for the structures that underlie the meridians (the primo vessels), describes their
physiological purpose, and also describes the
latest research on the intelligent tissue hypothesis.
Chapter 18 describes evidence related to
the body’s use of electrical energy—since this
is thought to play a part in enabling acupuncture to achieve its effects.
Chapter 19 describes why the meridians
and acupoints are located where they are, relates this to the “intelligent tissue” notions,
and introduces a new definition of a meridian.
Chapter 20 describes how information
about the organ functions is encapsulated in
the body’s electrical current. This information
is thought to play a key role in the two-way
communication between the organs and the
acupoints, which then enables acupuncture to
correct organ malfunctions. The intelligent
tissue hypothesis is then described in detail
and compared with other hypotheses on how
acupuncture works.

Chapter 2. Chinese medicine metabolism and
physiology
氣 favoured by Unschuld is therefore “finest
matter influences” or simply “influence”.
This concept was depicted nicely by Yü
Shu, writing in 1067 (more than a millennium after the Nei Jing), when he said that
the influences passing from the lungs and
heart “resemble mist gently flowing into all
the meridians”.2
As Unschuld points out, this concept is
entirely different from the contemporary notion of energy, which is how chi is often translated in today’s Chinese medicine. But such a
notion did not exist in ancient China and
only obscures the term’s intended meaning.
For this reason, this book follows Unschuld’s
translation of chi as “influence”, so as to more
accurately capture the term’s intended meaning.

Translation of key Chinese
medicine terms
One of the commonest Chinese medicine
terms is also one of the hardest concepts to
translate into English. This is the term chi 氣.
As suggested by Unschuld, this concept was
used in Chinese medicine when it was moving away from the notion that demons were
responsible for causing illness.1 Instead it was
now considered that environmental factors
(such as wind, cold, or dampness) were responsible. These were referred to using the
concept of chi. In this context, the term encompassed a range of ideas, such as: wind,
breath, vapours, or the clouds in the sky. Its
character 氣 is made up by placing the pictogram for “rising vapour” above the pictogram
for “rice” or “millet”, so that the entire character means “vapours rising from food”. And
these same “vapours” were also thought to be
present in the body, either as a pathogen
(such as the essence of “harmful wind” that
had penetrated the skin) or as a nourishing
element, such as the vapours extracted from
the food we eat. The English translation of chi

How the body processes food
As mentioned above, the ancient Chinese had
no concept of energy as we think of it today,
yet they had intricate notions about how ingested food was converted by the organs to
provide the resources the body needs.
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Separating fact from metaphor and
supposition
Some aspects of Chinese medicine were discovered through practical observation and are
therefore fact based. For example, this includes all the signs and symptoms that occur
when any organ is stressed, and also the
causes of disease, including mental and emotional factors. These are all still remarkably
accurate today, and to have worked these out
over 2,000 years ago was impressive. But
other aspects were created theoretically and
tend to be either metaphorical, or based on
unreliable suppositions about how the body
might work. In ancient China, there was no
useful information about the body’s internal
anatomy, physiology, or its chemistry. Therefore, the intellectuals had to, in effect, make
their best guess about how the body might
work, and they developed a range of theories
to explain how the organs transformed ingested food into useable resources. But when
considered alongside today’s fact-based
knowledge of anatomy and physiology (as far
as it has so far progressed), most of these ancient Nei Jing ideas are simply untrue.

Overview of Chinese medicine
metabolism
Food and liquids are taken in by the stomach,
which extracts “food influence” from them.
The lungs then extract “clear influence” from
the air to create a third type of vapour which
nourishes the lungs and heart and enables
them to carry out their functions.
Liquids are also extracted from ingested
food and transformed into blood. In ancient
China, there was no notion of a separate
blood circulatory system, nor of the heart
acting like a pump (p.43). Instead the “merid-

ian” network was the only known circulatory
system, and it was assumed that all substances
circulated within it.3 Therefore, the blood was
thought to circulate within the “meridians”,
while the various types of influence also travelled either within (along with the blood) or
outside of the “meridians”, much like a vapour or mist encircling each “meridian”.
To confuse matters, the Nei Jing notion of
a “meridian” was different from today’s notion. In the Nei Jing, the “meridians” were
thought to be deep, artery-like tubes; whereas
today, they are considered to be more akin to
pathways on the skin. This is explained on
page 29 below. (Whenever the term “meridian” is given in quotes in this text, this refers
to the Nei Jing notion, rather than to today’s
notion. However, in the Nei Jing extracts,
quotes are not used, since it is already clear
the term is being used in the Nei Jing context.)
Once food influence was extracted by the
stomach, it then divided into two parts. The
food influence (like all other influence) was
thought to be a vapour-like substance, and
this contained some vapours that were more
active and aggressive (the yang portion) and
some that were more restful and supportive
(the yin portion). The supportive portion of
the vapour was known as “constructive influence” and this circulated within the “meridians” to every part of the body, having a nutritive action. Whereas the more active portion
of the vapour was known as “defensive influence” and this circulated on the outside of the
“meridians” and warmed the muscles and
skin.
The purpose of the blood was seen as
purely nutritive. The blood provided nutrition to every part of the body—the muscles,
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joints, and organs—which meant there were
two factors that nourished the body, the
blood and the constructive influence, both
flowing together in the “meridians”.
External pathogens, known as “harmful
wind”* or “uninvited guests”, would enter the
body through the skin. In form, these were
similar to the vapours the digestion extracted
from food and would travel through the body
in the same way. The “defensive influence”
had the role of warming the skin and muscles,
and as long as the defensive influence was
strong enough, then the harmful wind would
not be able to penetrate the skin. But if a person’s defensive influence was depleted, the
harmful wind could penetrate. The wind (in
the form of a harmful vapour) would reach
the “meridians” and lodge there, causing local
discomfort. If not cleared by treatment, this
harmful vapour would then travel along the
“meridians” and eventually lodge within the
organs, causing serious illness.4
There was also thought to be a constitutional influence (another type of vapour)
which was passed on to us from our parents.
It was thought to be stored in the kidneys†
and circulated to the organs, so as to provide
an extra vital stimulus that the organs needed
to function properly. This influence, while
stored in the kidneys, may be supplemented

*

In the Nei Jing, a wind pathogen was known as
“evil wind”, where “evil” was simply understood to
mean “harmful”, rather than meaning that it had any
intent of its own. But because the word “evil” now
has other connotations, I think it is less misleading to
translate it as “harmful”.
†
When the term “kidneys” is used in Chinese
medicine, this refers to three structures collectively:
they kidneys, adrenal glands, and gonads (p.153).

each day by the vapours extracted from ingested food.

The Chinese terms for these various
“influences”
The Chinese term for food influence is gu chi
穀氣. Alternative translations are “grain influence” or “valley influence”.
The term for clear influence (extracted
from the air we breathe) is qing chi 清氣.
The term zong chi 宗氣 refers to the influence formed in the lungs and heart. Zong chi
is variously translated as “chest influence”,
“stem influence”, “pectoral influence”, or
“gathering influence”.
The term for constructive influence is ying
chi 營氣, which is also translated as “nourishing influence” or “camp influence”.
The term for defensive influence is wei chi
衛氣, which is also translated as “protective
influence” or “guard influence”.
The term used for the constitutional influence varied between different texts. In the
Su Wen and the Ling Shu, the term jing chi 精
氣 was used, which is translated as “essence
influence”; or the term jing 精 was also used
alone and is variously translated as “pure essence”, “seminal essence”, “congenital essence”,
“acquired essence”, or simply “essence”.5 But
in the slightly later Nan Jing, the term yuan
chi 原氣 was now used, which is translated as
“original influence” or “primary influence”.
The above influences are present in the
“meridians”, which circulate them; and when
combined together they were known as “true
influence”. The Chinese term zhen chi 真氣
was used to describe true influence.6
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The terms for body liquids
The liquids in the body were termed the jin
津 liquids and the ye 液 liquids. These were
defined as follows.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 30
That which is released to flow out of the
skin structures, when a person sweats profusely, that is what is called “jin liquid” …
When grains enter the body and fill it with
the [influences], then a viscous liquid pours
into the bones, enabling the [joints] to bend
and stretch. The [influences] flow out to fill
the brain with marrow and they provide the
skin with dampness. That is what is called
“ye liquid”.7

Hence, the jin are the finer liquids, and
the ye are the more viscous liquids, including
marrow, and even the brain, since “marrow”
(being a product of the kidneys) was thought
to fill up the spinal cord and also the brain
(p.163).

Summary of contemporary
metabolism
None of the above terms can be accurately
translated into the terms used in contemporary metabolism, since the two systems are
entirely different. To help highlight these differences, contemporary metabolism is summarized below.
The lungs extract oxygen from air and this
is transported in the blood.
The stomach, pancreas, gallbladder, and
small intestine (in combination) extract nutrients from our diet, and these are also transported in the blood.
One of the most important nutrients is
glucose, which is the body’s main fuel
(p.386). But this cannot directly provide the

body’s cells with energy. The glucose, along
with oxygen, is transported (via the blood)
into every cell, where these two substances are
used to create the molecule ATP; and this
molecule is then further processed to release
energy into the cell, enabling the cell to perform its functions (p.336). Therefore glucose,
by itself, is unusable by the body; it requires
oxygen to be present in every cell of the body
to enable the glucose to be made use of.
Our defence against pathogens is provided
by the active components of the immune system, such as lymphocytes (p.212), and the
combat largely takes place systemically, in the
blood.

Other uses of the term “influence”
Organ influence
This term is also often used in association
with an organ, such as in the phrase “lung
influence” (lung chi) or “liver influence” (liver
chi), for example. To understand such phrases
as the ancient Chinese meant them, it is necessary to realize that Chinese medicine organ
physiology was conceived theoretically, rather
than discovered through practical observation
of organ tissue. The “organs” were considered
to be metaphorical centres of activity akin to
administrative roles within the Chinese state.
Within this metaphorical system, the term
“lung influence” (lung chi), for example,
could be interpreted to mean literally that: the
nature or degree of the lungs’ influence
amongst the other organs and on the body in
general. In other words, how the lungs interact with the other organs and with the body.
An organ’s influence was considered akin
to a vapour or mist that emanates from that
organ. There is no equivalent of this in con-
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temporary physiology, but there is a close
analogy. When an organ’s function is weak, its
interactions with the other organs and the
tissue of the body would be affected, such
that its usual effects would be proportionally
weaker. Likewise, when an organ’s “influence”
(the vapour emanating from it) is weak, its
effects on the other organs and on the body
would also be weaker than usual. Therefore,
such phrases as “lung influence” (lung chi)
could be considered analogous to that organ’s
function—in contemporary physiology.
In today’s Chinese medicine, the phrase is
also used to describe conditions related to the
organs. For example, the term “Lung chi deficiency” (or, lung influence deficiency) is used
to describe a common lung condition characterised by weak function. This term could be
translated as “poor lung function”, which is
the translation used in this book.
Meridian influence
The term “influence” (chi) is also used in relation to the “meridians”. As said above, it is
often assumed that the influence of each organ flows along its related “meridian” (along
with the various other forms of influence).
The intended meaning of this notion would
have been along the lines of the following.
Something akin to a vapour flowed within
each organ’s related “meridian”, and this vapour (the organ’s influence) contained the
“essence” of that organ (much like steam contains the scent of the food being cooked),
which might change in character to reflect
various conditions in the organ. These conditions might include the organ (the “administrative centre”) becoming “full” or “empty” or
over-energetic (having an excess of yang) or

too sluggish (being deficient in yang), and so
on.
The organ’s influence was able to produce
effects at any place along the “meridian”, effects which reflected these various states
within the organ. And the nature of an organ’s
influence could be affected at various “holes”
(acupoints) along the “meridian”, so that if
the influence was currently “full” in nature
(for example), this “fullness” could be reduced
by letting some of the influence out through
this “hole” in the “meridian”, and hence bring
the influence level back to normal. This was
imagined as being akin to unblocking an irrigation ditch, so that the related administrative
centre (the organ) could resume its proper
role in organizing the state—so that the fields
were irrigated and the products transported to
nourish the state (the entire person).8
By applying the above analogy (that an organ’s influence is analogous to its function),
stimulating an organ’s influence (its chi) at
one of these “holes” along that organ’s “meridian” had the effect of normalizing the organ’s
function.
Parallels with the intelligent tissue
hypothesis
Interestingly, when considering the term chi
as it was originally intended (in contrast to
the 1970’s trend of equating it to energy), the
above descriptions then become remarkably
reminiscent of the intelligent tissue hypothesis
(p.372). The hypothesis explains (in relation
to contemporary anatomy and physiology)
how an organ’s function is able to influence
any location along its related meridian*, and
*

As said on page 24, in this book’s text, when the
term “meridian” is placed within quotes, this refers
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how stimulation of that location is able to
rectify malfunctions in the organ. And this
influence is produced, not by some physical
substance that flows along the meridian, but
by the details of the organ’s function that are
captured in an electrical wave—something as
ethereal as the steam rising from food.
Pathogenic influence
The term “influence” (chi) was also applied to
any other substances that enter the body. For
example, after drinking wine, or any other
form of alcohol, this clearly had an effect on
us, and this was understood in terms of the
“wine influence” (wine chi) circulating in the
body. This, like any other form of influence,
was in the form of a vapour that contained
some essence of the wine, which circulated in
the “meridians”, interacting with the other
influences and, finally, with the organs. And it
was the interaction of these various vapours
that was thought to produce the effect (heating us up, etc).
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 45
Huang Di: Heat recession, how does this
condition come about?
Qi Bo: When wine enters the stomach, then
the [collaterals] are full, while the [meridians] are depleted. … The [influence] has assembled in the [pancreas*] and cannot disperse. The [influence] of the wine and the
[influence] of the grain strike at each other.
Heat abounds in the centre. Hence, heat is
everywhere in the body. The interior is hot

to the Nei Jing notion; whereas when the term is
used without quotes, this refers to today’s notion of a
meridian. These two are quite different; see page 29.
*
Usually called the spleen in Chinese medicine;
see page 61.

and the urine is red. Now, when the [influence] of wine abounds and is fierce and
when the [influence] of the kidneys is weak,
the yang [influence] dominates alone. Hence,
it is therefore that the hands and the feet
are hot.9

The same applied to other pathogens,
such as cold. When we were exposed to a cold
wind, this was thought to enter us in the form
of “cold influence” (cold chi), which, again,
was a vapour that contained some essence of
the coldness. And this vapour circulated in
the “meridians”, interacting with other influences and with the “meridians” themselves,
which is what was thought to account for the
results.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 39
When cold [influence] settles outside the
vessels, then the vessels become cold. When
the vessels are cold, then they shrink. When
they have shrunk, then the vessels are
curved and tense. When they are curved and
tense, then they pull on the small [collaterals] outside. Hence, sudden pain results.
When they are given heat, then the pain
stops immediately.10

The wind could also be thought of as simply a “harmful” wind which entered us and
caused harm. In this case the pathogen was
known as “evil influence” (xie chi) 邪 氣 .
Again, this was in the form of a vapour that
contained some essence of the wind, which
then circulated in the “meridians”, interacting
with the other influences to produce its various effects. During treatment, it could be released through certain “holes” in the “meridians” (i.e. acupoints), but if left to travel
around the body, it would attach itself to
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various structures, causing local signs and
symptoms.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 56
The first emergence of the one hundred diseases must begin in the skin and its hair.
When the evil strikes there, then the interstice structures open. When they are open,
then the evil enters the [collaterals] and settles there. If it stays there and is not made
to leave, it will be transmitted into the [meridians]. If it stays there and is not made to
leave, it will be transmitted into the [yang
organs (fu)] where it accumulates in the intestines and in the stomach. … When the
evil has entered the [collaterals], then the
[collaterals] abound with evil and their colour changes. … When it stays in the region
of sinews and bones, [if] it consists of plenty
of cold, then this causes sinew cramp and
the bones to have pain.11

These other applications of the concept of
influence (chi) demonstrate beyond any doubt
that the Nei Jing authors considered all such
substances in the body to consist of vapourlike substances that circulate in the “meridians”. This is entirely different to the interpretation of the term chi that has been adopted
in today’s Chinese medicine (i.e. the notion of
it equating to energy). This subject is explained in detail in Chapter 3 (p.49).

What was the Nei Jing notion of a
“meridian”?
Throughout the Nei Jing, the authors appeared to share the same notion of what “meridians” were. But this is different from today’s notion of a meridian, and this may cause
confusion when reading texts from the Nei
Jing, or any text that quotes Nei Jing passages.

Bloodletting was then common, and this
was let from vessels just beneath the skin,
which were consistently called the “collaterals”
and the “tertiary network vessels”. In today’s
anatomical terms, it is clear that these are the
superficial veins and arterioles that can be
seen through the skin (p.31).
It was thought that these vessels then travelled deeper into the muscle and connected
with larger vessels, which they called jing mai
經 脈 , or “meridians”, and that the same
blood (and influences, chi) flowed in all these
vessels.
Was this idea based on practical observation or was it purely theoretical? Dissection of
bodies was occasionally performed (p.16),
which is probably what informed the above
observation. When dissecting a corpse and
following the path of a superficial vein or arteriole, it would have travelled deeper and
joined onto a larger vessel (either an artery or
a deep vein*). These were larger tube-like vessels, through which the same blood flowed.
From this description, it seems clear that
these vessels are what the Nei Jing authors
meant by “meridians”. In other words (in today’s terminology) the arteries and deep veins.
But there is another practical observation
that they may have had in mind. The practitioners from the time of the Nei Jing would
have been able to detect the same “pathways
on the skin” that practitioners can today, but
perhaps they only viewed these as being shadows of the actual “meridians”, which were
these larger, artery-like tubes that lay deep

*

Note that arteries are the main vessels that
travel from the heart and that veins are the main
vessels that transport deoxygenated blood back to the
heart. See page 177.
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beneath the skin and were not visible through
the skin. Hence, they may have imagined that
these pathways on the skin indicated the exact
route that the deep “meridians” took around
the body.
It may be that the entire body was not dissected to trace the actual route of all the arteries and deep veins. Instead, perhaps dissection
was only carried out at the wrist (for example), where the deeper vessels appeared to follow the course of those pathways on the skin
(here, the radial and ulnar arteries would have
seemed to be aligned with the lung- and
heart-related pathways). Having discovered
this, the dissectors then perhaps only assumed
that these deeper vessels lay deep to these surface pathways throughout the entire body.
And when needling an acupoint on one of the
pathways on the skin anywhere on the body,
they may have imagined that when the needle
penetrated the muscle beneath, it was penetrating the “meridian”, which lay in the muscle directly beneath the pathway on the skin.
Today, it is these pathways on the skin that
we call the meridians, and we regard the system of arteries and veins to be a separate circulatory system, unrelated to the meridians.
It is difficult to avoid projecting today’s
beliefs onto the words in the Nei Jing, but the
Nei Jing only makes sense when the “meridians” are viewed as being these artery-like
tubes deep beneath the skin’s surface which
followed the exact routes of those pathways on
the skin. The Nei Jing authors would have
imagined that
• vapours (i.e. influences, or chi) flowed
within these tubes;
• they contained the same blood as the
superficial veins;

• the “meridians” tended to flow vertically along the limbs, while the collaterals (superficial veins) branched off
from these and tended to travel horizontally (p.31); and
• the “meridians” consisted of tubes
which could be constricted by cold,
which then impeded the flow of blood
and influences (p.37).
When visualizing such a system of vessels
(though the deeper “meridians” are imaginary), every Nei Jing passage that refers to this
system then makes sense, which further reinforces the notion that this was the system they
had in mind. However, this entire system was
misguided theory. Of course, arteries and
deep veins exist, but not in the locations they
imagined (aligning with every pathway on the
skin), and not having the imagined function;
for example, no vapours extracted from food
flowed through this network (since the network does not even exist).
But as with most Nei Jing passages, the
knowledge they gained from practical observations (rather than from theorizing) was usually fact based. The existence and pathways of
the meridians (i.e. the pathways on the skin)
were probably discovered through practical
observation (by sensitive practitioners being
able to feel their presence, just as practitioners
can today), therefore the Nei Jing notion of
the pathways of the “meridians” is true.
Today a meridian is defined (according to
this book) as a tract of distal tissue affected by
organ function (p.355). It does not therefore
have a dedicated anatomical structure of its
own, and it is not possible for any physical
substance (or vapour of any sort) to flow
within it.
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What are “collaterals”, “tertiary
network vessels” and “blood vessels”?
These are referred to throughout the Nei Jing,
and over the millennia since, there has been
uncertainty about what these terms refer to.
The Nei Jing authors considered the “meridian” network to be the sole circulatory system in the body, which circulated both blood
and influences simultaneously. The blood
circulatory system known today (with arteries,
veins and capillaries circulating blood which
was pumped by the heart) was then unknown
(p.42).
The “meridians”, or “conduit vessels” (jing
mai) 經脈, were considered to be the part of
the network that tends to run vertically in the
body. But the Nei Jing authors also described
vessels branching off from these, in a sideways
direction, which they called the collaterals, or
“network vessels” (luo mai) 絡 脈 . And
branching off from the collaterals, were said
to be the “tertiary network vessels” 孫絡.
Bloodletting was then a common form of
therapy, along with acupuncture. And it is
from here that the confusion stems.
From the following Nei Jing passages, it
seems clear that the “collaterals” and the “tertiary network vessels” refer to the superficial
veins (or arterioles*) that can be seen, often
travelling diagonally to the meridians, and
sometimes crossing them. These were where
blood was let from. The “meridians” were

thought to lie more deeply beneath the skin,
so that the blood within them could not be
seen, but that these extra vessels travelled
nearer to the skin’s surface, so that the blood
could be seen within them.
The term “blood vessel” 血脈 (xue mai)
was also frequently used in the Nei Jing,
which adds to the confusion. But with the
above points being made clear, I believe the
term “blood vessel” was often used to simply
mean the vessels that blood was let from.
That is, the collaterals and tertiary network
vessels. But confusingly, the term could also
refer to the “meridians”, since the same blood
was thought to flow within the “meridians”.
The important points to realize are that
the Nei Jing authors considered
• all these vessels to be separate parts of
the same circulatory system and to be
thus interconnected;
• that the same blood and influences
flowed through every part of the network;
• that the blood circulatory system
known today was then unknown; and
• that when blood was let from the superficial veins, it was considered to be
flowing out of the “meridian” network
as a whole.
The following extracts demonstrate these
points.

*

“Arteries” flow from the heart, and “veins”
transport deoxygenated blood back to the heart. The
arteries branch off into smaller arteries, and the
smallest of these are called “arterioles”. Hence the
vessels that are visible beneath the skin might be
either veins or arterioles, depending on the direction
of flow. However, for brevity’s sake this book usually
refers to these vessels simply as superficial veins.

Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 17
The [meridians] constitute a lining. Those
branch courses extending sidewise, they
form a network [i.e. the collaterals]. Those
diverging from this network, they are the
tertiary network vessels. If the tertiary net-
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work vessels abound with blood, a punishment is to be swiftly initiated [i.e. to swiftly
let blood]. Those vessels where it abounds,
they are to be drained. Those that are depleted, they are to be supplemented by
means of liquid medication.12

This passage portrays the clear notion of
letting blood from the superficial veins, which
are the “tertiary network vessels”. Today, these
vessels are often interpreted to be finer versions of meridians (i.e. the pathways on the
skin—p.29). But if they were, it would not be
possible to let blood from them. And also, in
my own clinical experience, I have never encountered any meridians other than the main
meridians that bear the acupoints, so that
these “vessels” that “extend sidewise” from the
main “meridians” could only be superficial
veins.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 1
As for the blood vessels, they lie diagonally
to the transport [acupoints]. If one looks at
them, they appear distinctly clear. If one
presses them, they appear distinctly hard.13

Here, the term “blood vessels” could only
be referring to the superficial veins that “lie
diagonally to the” acupoints (i.e. diagonally to
the meridians). Therefore, here the term
“blood vessel” is being used as an alternative
term for the collaterals. Hence the collaterals
correspond to the superficial veins that can be
seen through the skin; and the “meridians”
were thought to run deeply, such that they
are not visible from the surface.
The following extract is in the context of
“obstruction-illness”, which is known today as
“bi syndrome” (p.219).

Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 81
In the blood vessels, the [constructive and
defensive influence] flow without cease….
In the case of cold [influence] settling inside
the [meridians and collaterals], the blood
will cease to flow. When the blood ceases to
flow, it fails to penetrate the [meridians and
collaterals]. As soon as it fails to penetrate
the [meridians and collaterals], the [constructive and defensive influence] will [accumulate] there. This cannot be reverted.
Hence obstruction-illness with swelling results.14

Here, the term “blood vessel” is being used
to refer to every type of vessel, the “meridians”
and also the collaterals. This was probably
because all these vessels were thought to
transport the same blood.
The first line in the above quote makes it
clear that blood and influences were thought
to flow in the same vessels—the “meridians”
and collaterals. The passage goes on: when
“cold influence” settles inside the “meridians”,
the blood ceases to flow. When this ceases to
flow, it “fails to penetrate the meridians and
collaterals”, which causes the constructive and
defensive influence to “accumulate there” (i.e.
a “blockage” results in the “meridian”).
The fact that blood was considered to flow
in the “meridians” as well as in the collaterals,
makes it clear that “collaterals” refers to the
superficial veins (as known today) and that
“meridians” refers to those imaginary arterylike tubes (which were inspired by the literal
arteries that are known today, but imagined to
take different paths—p.29).
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Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 39
Huang Di: I wish to be informed of the unusual [diseases] that are not in the [meridians].
Qi Bo: They are in the blood [collaterals].
Huang Di: When the blood [collaterals] are
pierced and the patient falls to the ground,
why is that? When the blood shoots out,
why is that? When the blood is emitted in
small quantities only, and is dark and turbid, why is that? … How can this be seen?
Qi Bo: When the blood vessels are filled to
abundance, when they run hard across and
are of red colour, and ascend and descend
without a regular location, with the small
ones being thin like a needle, and the big
ones resembling a sinew, if in such a situation a drainage is performed…15

The chapter that the above extract is taken
from is called “The blood [collaterals]” and
the entire chapter is about the practice of letting blood. This title, taken together with the
content, leaves no doubt that the term “collaterals” or “luo channels” refers to the superficial veins.
The phrase “when the blood collaterals are
pierced” refers to incising the superficial veins
to let blood. In the Nei Jing, “pierced” means
either using a needle to perform acupuncture
on the meridians (i.e. the pathways on the
skin), or using a specialized “needle” (p.289)
to let blood from the collaterals (i.e. the superficial veins).
After the above extract, Chapter 39 of the
Ling Shu continues to theorize about why
various outcomes occur during bloodletting—such as the patient falling to the
ground or their complexion turning green.
This content is analysed on page 295.

How accurate are the Nei Jing
notions of metabolism and
physiology?
The following quotations demonstrate the
key notions in Chinese medicine metabolism
and physiology. Different chapters from the
Su Wen and Ling Shu were probably written
by different authors, 16 and the conflicting
notions between the different quotes are notable. The validity of each notion is discussed
in the Conclusions section below (p.40).
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 16
For the WAY of the [constructive influence
(ying chi)], the intake of grain is its most
precious function. The grain enter the
stomach. The [influences] are forwarded to
the lung. They flow into the centre, and they
disperse toward the outside. The [pure, essential elements of beverages and food] pass
through the [meridians]. It always circulates, without cease…. The influences pour
out of the [lung meridian] into the [large intestine meridian]. Upward they pour into
the stomach meridian; downward they pass
to the instep… [and the text goes on to describe the complete circuit of the 12 “meridians”, ending back at the lung “meridian”,
then progressing into the lung itself, then
back out to the lung “meridian” again to restart the whole circuit.]17

The above passage conveys the notion that
nutrition (in the form of vapours) is extracted
from ingested food by the stomach, transferred to the lungs, then circulated in the
“meridians”. If it is accepted that the “meridians” were thought to be deep (imaginary)
artery-like tubes (p.29), then the passage confirms that influences were thought to circulate
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in these tubes, and that the (imaginary) “meridians” took the same paths as those pathways
on the skin (what we today think of as the
meridians).
From the viewpoint of contemporary
physiology, it is also implied that this “nutrition” involved glucose but no oxygen, since
the lungs’ role in extracting oxygen from the
air is dealt with separately, and given a different significance (see the extract from Ling Shu
Chapter 71 on page 36 below).
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 60
That from which man receives his [influences], that is the grain. Where the grain
flows, that is the stomach. The stomach is
the sea where water and grain, the [influences] and the blood gather…. The [influences] and the blood leaving the stomach,
they follow the [meridians]. These channels
constitute the [big passageways] linking the
[organs].18

This passage appears to convey the notion
that the blood is formed in the stomach; that
both the blood and the influences flow in the
“meridians”; that these substances flow directly from the stomach to the “meridians”,
rather than via the lungs; and that (in terms
of contemporary metabolism) none of these
elements involve the presence of oxygen.

influences from the stomach, travel to the
lungs before progressing to the “meridians”.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 47
The [meridians] serve to transmit blood and
[influences]; they nourish the yin and yang
realms. They moisten the sinews and the
bones and they make the joints flexible. The
[defensive influence (wei chi)] serves to
warm the partings of the flesh. They fill the
skin, fatten the skin structures, and are responsible for their opening and closing.20

Again, the notion is conveyed that both
the blood and the influences (chi) flow in the
“meridians”. Added to this is the notion that
the defensive influence (wei chi) warms the
flesh, etc. Neither of these notions is literally
true, but the Conclusions section below (p.40)
discusses this and suggests how they might be
interpreted.
The passage also states that both the blood
and influences provide the body with nourishment, and implies that the blood nourishes
the yin realms (or aspects) and the influences
the yang aspects. One possible interpretation
of this is that both the blood and influences
were thought to nourish every type of tissue,
only the yin aspect is nourished by the blood,
while the yang aspect is nourished by the influences.

Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 62

Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 10

The stomach is the sea supplying [all the organs]. Its clear [influences] flow upward into
the lung. The [influences] of the lung move
along the [lung meridian]. Their movement
follows the [inhaling and exhaling of
breath].19

When man lies down the blood returns to
the liver. When the liver receives blood, one
can see. When the feet receive blood, one
can walk. When the palms receive blood,
they can grasp. When the fingers receive
blood, they can hold.21

In contrast to the previous passage, this
passage conveys the clear notion that the food

Again, this passage indicates that the
blood serves a nourishing role, enabling the
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muscles to work (so we can walk, grasp, hold)
and even enabling the senses to work, such as
sight. This, of course, is all literally true, for
without a blood supply, no part of the body
would survive for long; and when the quality
of the blood is reduced, signs and symptoms
may develop in all the tissue mentioned in the
passage (such as numbness or weak tremors in
the limbs, blurred vision, or “floaters”; p.83).
Interestingly, the first sentence in the
quote is also literally true. In contemporary
physiology, the liver serves as a reservoir for
blood, and when at rest, a proportion of the
blood returns to the liver (p.100). Over two
thousand years ago, this notion could not
have been based on practical observation, so
must have been deduced by logic alone. To
have correctly deduced this (using scanty
clues, and those based mainly on metaphor
and supposition, much of which was not literally true) was impressive.
A Chinese anatomy chart from around
1590 AD states that “The body of the liver is
solid; it cannot be compared to the intestines,
stomach, and bladder. As a result, it is unable
to store blood as the ancients stated”.22 It is
interesting that the “ancients” got the facts
right (working from pure logic) but that this
later author (his observations being clearly
gained from dissection) got the facts wrong.
But this would not have been known until
recent physiology studies “discovered” the fact
that the liver stores the blood.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 43
The [constructive influence (ying chi)], that
is the essence [influence] of water and grain.
When it is harmoniously balanced in the
five [yin organs (zang)], and when it is dispersed throughout the six [yang organs (fu)],
then it can enter the vessels.… The [defen-

sive influence (wei chi)], that is the violent
[influence] of water and grain. This [influence] is fast and unrestrained and cannot
enter the vessels. Hence, it moves inside the
skin and in the partings of the flesh.23

This passage seems to be saying that the
constructive influence (ying chi) is generated
by the harmonious blending of the food influence (gu chi) by the five yin organs (zang);
and only after being “dispersed throughout
the six yang organs (fu)”, is it able to enter the
vessels (the “meridians”). This is certainly a
different notion to that of the influences being passed directly to the “meridians” by the
stomach, or even via the lungs, but now includes the processing of these influences by all
the organs (yin and yang) before the influences may emerge at the “meridians”. This
now seems to provide a third alternative version of basic metabolism.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 21
The [influence] of food enters the stomach.
The stomach spreads essence to the liver.
Excessive [influence] flows into the sinews.
The [influence] of food enters the stomach.
The turbid [part of the influence] turns to
the heart. Excessive essence flows into the
vessels. The [influence] in the vessels flows
through the [meridians]. The [influence] in
the [meridians] turns to the lung. The lung
invites the one hundred vessels to have an
audience with it. [The lungs] transport essence to the skin and the body hair. The hair
vessels unite the essence and they move [influence] to the [yang organs]….
Beverages enter the stomach. Overflowing
essence [influence] is transported upward to
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the [pancreas * ]. The [pancreas influence]
spreads the essence, which turns upward to
the lung. The [lung] frees and regulates the
paths of the water, it transports the water
downward to the urinary bladder.24

This passage also seems to favour the notion that the food influence from the stomach
is transferred directly to the yin organs (zang),
which then enables each organ to perform its
functions (though only selected functions are
mentioned). This thereby enables the liver to
maintain the sinews; the heart to maintain the
“vessels” (i.e. the “meridians” and collaterals),
which are also closely associated with the
lungs, so that this also enables the lungs to
maintain the skin and body hair. And the
pancreas is described as only processing the
water (“beverages”), rather than the food, and
thereby assisting the lungs to maintain the
water passages.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 56
The stomach is the sea of [all the organs].
All water and grain enter the stomach. All
the [organs] are supplied with [influences]
by the stomach. Each of the five flavours
proceeds to its preferred [yin organ (zang)].
The sour flavour of the grains at first proceeds to the liver. The bitter flavour of the
grains at first proceeds to the heart. The
sweet flavour of the grains at first proceeds
to the [pancreas]. The acrid flavour of the
grains at first proceeds to the lung. The
salty flavour of the grains at first proceeds
to the kidneys. When the [influence] of the
grains and the jin and ye liquids have assumed their movements, and when the
[constructive and defensive influences]

*

Also called the spleen in Chinese medicine; see
page 61.

widely penetrate the body, then the food is
transformed to waste which is transmitted
to be released downward one by one.25

This passage also suggests that the food influence from the stomach is transferred directly to all the organs.
Interestingly, this theoretical passage also
accounts for the factual observation of the
associations between the five flavours and
their respective yin organs (zang). It was noticed that each of these flavours appeared to
benefit a particular yin organ (zang), and the
theory accounted for this by suggesting each
of the five flavours proceeded to its “preferred” organ.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 71
The five grains enter the stomach. The
dregs, the jin and ye liquids and the [chest
influence (zong chi)] are separated to enter
three channels. The [chest influence] collects in the chest, it leaves the chest through
the windpipe. It penetrates the heart vessels, and it is responsible for ex- and inhalation. The [constructive influence (ying chi)]
seeps out as jin and ye liquids, and they pour
into the vessels. There they are transformed
to blood, serving to nourish the four limbs.
Internally they pour into the five [yin organs
(zang)] and the six [yang organs (fu)]… The
[defensive influence (wei chi)] appears as the
wild and fast ones among the aggressive [influence]. At first it moves into the region of
the partings of the flesh and the skin in the
four limbs. It never rests.26

This passage states that the blood is manufactured in the “vessels”, which term is used to
mean the “meridians” and collaterals. In other
passages, it is stated that the blood is manufactured in the stomach (see Ling Shu, Chap-

End of Chapter 2 extract

Chapter 4. Pancreas and stomach
The main functions of the Chinese organ
pi are that it plays a key role in digestion and
the production of energy; and is also responsible for the appetite (p.64). Whereas the
pancreas produces juices and enzymes that
digest carbohydrates, proteins and fats1; secretes the hormones insulin and glucagon to
control the uptake of glucose, which is the
body’s main fuel2; and also secretes the hormone pancreatic polypeptide, which is thought
to produce the appetite.3 Hence this organ’s
main functions are also digestive and the production of energy and the appetite. It seems
obvious that these two descriptions are referring to the same organ and that the Chinese
medicine organ pi should therefore have been
attributed to pancreas.
The spleen (in contemporary physiology)
is a part of the lymphatic system (it may be
regarded as a large lymph node) and its main
functions are therefore related to immunity4;
but it also helps to maintain an appropriate
amount of fluid in the tissues and purifies the
body fluids, destroying debris such as dead
cells5; so it is difficult to see why the Chinese
medicine organ pi, the key digestive organ, is
still equated to the spleen.6

Attribution of Chinese medicine
organs
As demonstrated in the previous chapter,
many of the notions in Nei Jing metabolism
and physiology are simply untrue, including
some aspects of organ function (such as the
stomach “steaming” vapour up to the lungs;
the large intestine producing urine and passing this to the bladder; and so on). Due to
these issues, this resulted in there being only a
loose relationship between the theoretical Nei
Jing organ functions and the actual anatomical organs (which I explain in more detail
below). Unfortunately, this loose relationship
led to one of the key Nei Jing organs being
attributed to the wrong anatomical organ.
And this misattribution continues to be used
today in Chinese medicine, which causes confusion.
The main digestive organ in Chinese
medicine is called pi 脾. In terms of the anatomical organs, this was associated with the
spleen. However, when comparing this organ’s
main functions with those of the organs described in contemporary physiology, it is clear
that the organ should have been associated
with the pancreas.
61
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Section 42 of the Nan Jing states, “The
spleen weighs…. Its flat width is three inches.
Its length is five inches,”7 whereas the spleen
(in contemporary physiology) is a rectangular
structure with a thickness of about one inch,
length of about 4.7 inches and width of about
2.7 inches.8 Clearly this Nan Jing description
is describing the spleen (of contemporary
physiology), rather than the pancreas.
How was this mistake made?
Such dimensions could only have been obtained by dissecting a body, which raises the
question: how was each anatomical organ
associated with the theoretical organ functions then known?
Even though the knowledge of basic organ
anatomy was known to some Nei Jing authors, 9 this knowledge could not have
amounted to much more than an awareness
of the organ masses in the torso. This would
not have enabled the functions of those organ
masses to be correctly worked out, since this
would have required a knowledge of the
chemistry and microscopic anatomy of the
organ tissue, which knowledge simply did not
then exist. So, even though there was basic
knowledge of internal anatomy, this would
have provided little assistance in working out
the organ functions.
To some degree, it might be supposed that
the physical “plumbing” between the organs
may have provided a clue to each organ’s main
function, but due to the misguided notions of
Nei Jing physiology, the presence or absence
of physical links or “tubes” between the organs was not necessarily a guide or a limitation. For example, it was theorized that nutrients passed around the body in the form of
vapour. All Nei Jing authors shared this belief.

They imagined that the essence of food, rose
from the food, much like steam from a cooking pot, and this steam, or vapour, then circulated in the “meridians” to every location in
the body (p.23). Hence, it was imagined that
the stomach extracted this vapour by “cooking” the food, so that the vapour rose from it,
much as happens in real life. And some Nei
Jing authors theorized that this “steam” rose
from the stomach and passed to the lungs,
which then circulated it in the “meridians”
(p.41). The fact that there is no physical link
between the stomach and lungs was not a
limitation, since their model of physiology
did not require a physical link. Instead, since
they believed that nutrients travelled in the
body in the form of vapour, there was no reason to think that this vapour was not capable
of steaming between one organ and another,
so that a physical link between such organs
would not be found during dissection. And
the same is true of their misguided theory
that the large intestine produces urine, then
passes this to the bladder (p.47). There is no
anatomical link between the intestines and
bladder, but this (if known about) would not
necessarily have been a limitation, since they
could have imaged the exchange also taking
place in the form of vapour. This is what I
mean by there being only a loose relationship
between the physical organ masses and the
theoretical Nei Jing organ functions.
If the “plumbing” between the organs was
not a guiding factor, and it was not possible
to work out an organ’s function from its tissue, how did they manage to attribute the
other organs correctly?
Generally, the discomfort produced when
an organ is stressed may have been the guiding factor. With the liver, kidneys, stomach,
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heart, lungs or intestines, the discomfort
would have helped identify which anatomical
organ produced the symptoms. With the
Chinese medicine organ pi, any such discomfort would have been in the region of the
stomach organ, and perhaps mistaken for being produced by the stomach. So to find
which anatomical organ to associate with the
Chinese organ pi, its theoretical function was
perhaps the only clue.
The requirement was to locate an organ
near to the stomach, since this was suggested
by the organ pi’s digestive function. The
spleen is a relatively large organ mass adjacent
to the top part of the stomach, and when
viewed from the front during dissection is
much more visible than the pancreas (which
would be hidden from view, behind the stomach),10 which may explain why the spleen was
selected rather than the pancreas. The fact
that there is no physical link between the
spleen and stomach would not have been a
limitation, since the Nei Jing notions of
physiology did not require there to be a
physical link. Any substances that passed between the organs could have flowed as vapours (as they were thought to do between
the stomach and lungs). Understandably, due
to their mistaken notions of metabolism and
physiology, they had no idea that the spleen,
even though it was a large organ adjacent to
the stomach, played no role in digestion.
Unfortunately, due to this original misattribution, the term “spleen” is now used in
Chinese medicine to refer to this organ, pi
(the pancreas), and also used in clinic, in discussions with patients. But in order to clear
up this confusion and enable contemporary
minds to understand discussions of Chinese
medicine, I believe it is important to correct

this misattribution, and throughout this book
I therefore refer to this organ as the pancreas.
But when reading other Chinese medicine
texts, you should be aware that this same organ would usually be referred to as the spleen.

The functions of the pancreas
As stated above, in contemporary physiology,
the main functions of the pancreas are that it
• produces pancreatic juice, which contains enzymes that digest carbohydrates, proteins and fats1 (these enable
the small intestine to absorb the nutrients into the blood stream—p.205);
• secretes the hormones insulin and glucagon to control the uptake of glucose,3
which is the body’s main fuel2; and
• secrets the hormone pancreatic polypeptide, which is thought to produce the
appetite.3

The Chinese medicine approach
In contemporary physiology, the notions of
the organ functions were formed by dissecting
the body, examining the organs and systems
at the microscopic level, and attempting to
work backwards from those observations. But
in ancient China they used a different approach. At that time, the contemporary
knowledge of the chemistry and microscopic
anatomy of the body did not yet exist, so
could play no part in their reasoning. Instead
they relied purely on practical observation.
They observed the signs and symptoms that
were produced when an organ was stressed,
and which cleared once that organ was
treated. And this was all they needed to know.
The concept of organ functions, as we think
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of them today, did not then exist. Later
though, Chinese intellectuals did work out
many theories to attempt to explain how the
various symptoms were produced, which
theories are described throughout the Nei
Jing. However, many of these are simply untrue, such as most of their notions of metabolism (pp.40-48); and also see my analysis of
five phase theory and its misapplication to
attempt to explain signs and symptoms
(pp.263-277).
Today’s Chinese medicine avoids this issue
by using an approach reminiscent of that used
by the ancestors of the Nei Jing authors.
Rather than describing organ functions in
terms of how the signs and symptoms (and
normal functions) are produced, general
phrases are instead used to summarize an organ’s main functions and also the effects of
those functions.
The difference between functions and
effects
For example, in the following list the pancreas
is described as “providing strength and substance to the muscles”. This phrase does not
describe a function but an indirect effect. The
effect is fact based, but this could not be described as a literal function of the pancreas,
since the pancreas (in contemporary physiology) only enables the completion of digestion
and then regulates the uptake of glucose. It is
the presence, or absence, of the digested resources that then produces the effect, which is
to provide the muscles with strength and substance. Hence this is an effect rather than a
function.
These descriptions have the advantage of
being true—since they avoid repeating Nei

Jing theories and focus on practical observations.
It is important to make the distinction between such functions and effects, so as to facilitate communication with healthcare practitioners outside of Chinese medicine—and
also with your own patients. If an effect such
as the pancreas providing strength and substance to the muscles were referred to as a pancreas function, this notion could only be rejected by anyone familiar with contemporary
physiology, since there is no direct functional
link between the pancreas and the muscles.
Whereas if these qualities in the muscles were
described as an indirect effect of the pancreas
function, this would enable contemporary
physiology to at least consider the phenomenon.
Hence, in today’s Chinese medicine, the
functions and effects of the pancreas are described as follows.

The Chinese medicine functions and
effects
The pancreas
1. completes digestion, enabling the digested resources to be transported
around the body;
2. provides strength and substance to the
muscles;
3. produces the sense of taste and the colour in the lips;
4. prevents haemorrhage;
5. counters the effect of gravity on the organs; and
6. has mental and emotional functions.
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Below I explain each of these functions
and effects in turn and relate them to contemporary physiology.

1. Completes digestion, enabling the
digested resources to be transported
around the body
The first part of this description (“completes
digestion”) is a direct function rather than an
effect.
The Nei Jing authors noticed that when
the pancreas function was poor, the patient
often experienced some or all of the following
signs and symptoms:
•
•
•
•

general weakness,11
emaciation and malnutrition,12
poor appetite,13
abdominal bloating and discomfort14
with excess gas,15 and
• loose stools.16,17

From this, it was deduced that the pancreas completes digestion—since, when the
pancreas function is poor, the resources from
ingested food are unavailable, rendering us
weak and malnourished. And it was also deduced that the pancreas enables the digested
resources to be transported around the body—
since, when its function is poor, no digested
resources are transported to any part of the
body, including the muscles (making us generally weak) and internal organs (producing
the signs and symptoms of abdominal discomfort, bloating, excess gas and loose
stools18).
The second part of this description is an
effect rather than a function. In contemporary physiology, the pancreas does not literally

transport resources around the body; instead
it enables the small intestine to absorb the
resources into the blood stream, and the
blood then transports the resources. Therefore, this description does not refer to a literal
function of the pancreas but to an indirect
effect—which is that the resources are able to
be circulated, simply because the pancreas
produced them.
It is possible that this effect may seem a
mere play on words, since it may not seem to
be stating anything beyond the obvious. But
it is describing an observation made by the
Nei Jing authors, which clearly seemed clinically significant. And also, it cannot be denied
that it is literally true. But in Chinese medicine, descriptions of such effects only tend to
remain true as long as Nei Jing theories are
not offered to explain them.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 29
All the four limbs are supplied with [influence (chi)] by the stomach, but the stomach
[influence] is unable to reach the [meridians]
directly. It is only because of the [pancreas]
that the four limbs get their supplies. Now,
when the [pancreas] has a disease and is unable to move the body liquids on behalf of
the stomach, the four limbs are not supplied
with the [influence] of water and grain.
Their [influence] weakens day by day; the
vessel paths are no longer passable. The sinews and the bones, the muscles and the
flesh, none of them has [influence] to live.
Hence, they do not function.19

In the above extract, the author offers his
theory to explain this pancreas function and
effect. Curiously, on first reading, the essence
of this extract’s description seems to correlate
with the main pancreas function of contem-
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porary physiology. The pancreas completes
the digestion begun by the stomach, so that if
the pancreas did not do this properly, the
nutritive resources (including glucose, proteins, vitamins and minerals) would not be
properly absorbed by the small intestine into
the blood, therefore malnutrition would occur, resulting in the signs and symptoms
mentioned.
It is the theoretical passages in the Nei Jing
that tend to be either metaphorical or untrue
(p.261); whereas its passages based on practical observation are usually fact based and have
stood the test of time—such as its descriptions of the signs and symptoms associated
with a particular organ’s malfunction. Therefore the above Su Wen extract, which expresses
a theory, seems remarkably accurate.
But this is only the case if the Chinese
medicine notions of metabolism are ignored.
These were described on pages 33 to 48.
Their general notions were that some type of
vapour-like essence is extracted from ingested
food (akin to steam rising from a cooking
pot) which is modified and split into separate
parts, all of which are transported through the
“meridians”, along with the blood, to every
part of the body, with the separate parts of the
vapour performing different roles. There was
no notion that oxygen (clear influence) was
required to enable glucose (food influence, or
constructive influence) to be made use of by
the body tissue; no notion that the small intestine played any part in absorbing nutrients;
and the details of the roles played by the other
organs also varied between different authors
within the Nei Jing, leaving a tangled web of
contradictions.
This is only to be expected when none of
this knowledge was based on practical obser-

vation of the body’s inner workings; but instead on the speculations of intellectuals, using the analogy of their state’s administration.
The upshot is that all their above notions of
metabolism are untrue.
When the above Su Wen extract is considered in this light, the statement that the pancreas “moves the body fluids on the part of
the stomach” is now understood to mean
something quite different to the notion in
contemporary physiology—that the pancreas
completes the digestion begun by the stomach. The flow of substances in contemporary
metabolism is entirely different from that in
this version of Nei Jing metabolism, or in any
other version of it. It is only when considering
this Su Wen extract in isolation of the other
passages in the Nei Jing that it appears to resemble the pancreas function of contemporary physiology.
In today’s Chinese medicine, the descriptions of an organ’s effects, such as the pancreas
“enabling the digested resources to be transported around the body” only remain true as
long as the Nei Jing theories of metabolism
are not cited to attempt to explain why the
organ has this effect. In other words, such
descriptions are only useful clinically, and in
discussions with patients, as long as they are
left as a general overview.
It should also be born in mind that the
general inaccuracy of such Nei Jing theories
does not in any way diminish the power of
acupuncture or Chinese medicine. Acupuncture was not invented by the Chinese; it is a
natural phenomenon in the body that has
always existed (p.18); therefore the Nei Jing
theories on how acupuncture (and the body)
works, even though not factual, do not in any
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way affect the outcome of acupuncture treatments.
The advantage of Chinese medicine
In some areas (because of its approach) Chinese medicine achieves results that are yet to
be matched by contemporary medicine.
The signs and symptoms related to each
organ’s malfunction were identified through
practical observation, and this was done before
any theories were developed to attempt to
explain those signs and symptoms and how
the body produces them—the theories came
later (p.261). This means that, no matter how
inaccurate the later theories are, the associations of the signs and symptoms with a particular organ’s malfunction are fact based; and
when acupuncture corrects an organ’s malfunction, the signs and symptoms are cleared
and the person’s health improves.
In contrast to this, contemporary medicine is often unable to account for the signs
and symptoms that Chinese acupuncture routinely treats. For example, when trying to account for the intestinal symptoms of abdominal bloating, discomfort, excess gas and loose
stools, there is no knowledge in contemporary
physiology that is able to properly explain
them. Therefore such symptoms are usually
regarded as being without explanation and
the condition is labelled a syndrome, which
means a collection of symptoms with no
known cause. And in this case the term “irritable bowel syndrome” (IBS) is used to describe the condition. However, the fact remains that through practical observation in
ancient China, these symptoms were all observed to occur when the pancreas function
was poor, and once the pancreas function is

successfully treated with acupuncture, the
symptoms clear.
Patient example
Male, aged 56. This patient had poor energy, a
poor appetite, poor sense of taste, soft stools,
and felt tired after eating, all of which cleared
with treatment. See the full case history on
page 246.
Patient example
Male, aged 49. This patient had a long history
of IBS, which responded well to treatment. See
the full case history on page 253.

It could be said that labelling this condition a syndrome (of “unknown cause”) is inappropriate, since there is an indirect link
between the pancreas and these symptoms—
in contemporary physiology. The small intestine is about five metres long in an adult and
is the main site in the digestive system where
nutrients are absorbed into the blood stream.
The process of absorption is heavily dependent on the enzymes secreted by the pancreas.
It is therefore not difficult to imagine that
when the pancreas function is poor, the workings of the small intestine would be heavily
affected, which may account for the intestinal
symptoms of a bloated and tender abdomen,
excess gas and loose stools. And the weakness
and emaciation in the person would be the
obvious result of this poor digestion.
However, it should be acknowledged that
the Chinese acupuncture treatment of the
pancreas (which clears this condition—and is
described later) probably could not currently
be explained in biochemical terms. Chinese
acupuncture has no idea how the body works
at the chemical level—and does not need to
know this—so it can provide no assistance in
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this matter. Therefore, in contemporary
medicine, the condition will probably continue to be regarded as being of “unknown
cause”.
Explanation of Chinese medicine terms
In today’s Chinese medicine, to describe the
main pancreas function and effect it is usually
said that the pancreas “governs transportation
and transformation”.20 The term “transformation” is usually understood to mean the transformation of food into the resources the body
needs, which, in Nei Jing terms, are the various influences (chi), blood and liquids. And
the term “transportation” is usually understood to mean the transmission of these substances around the body. The pancreas is also
understood to be the main digestive organ, in
that it “governs” these processes. To translate
this description into something more meaningful to today’s readers, I describe the function and effect as “completes digestion, enabling the digested resources to be transported
around the body”. But is this a valid translation of today’s Chinese medicine phrase?
When textbooks and practitioners use this
phrase (that the pancreas “governs transportation and transformation”), the meaning they
have in mind is usually a literal belief in selected aspects of Nei Jing metabolism. They
understand “transformation” to mean that the
pancreas enables and oversees the transformation of ingested food and liquids into the
various influences (chi), blood and body liquids; and they understand “transportation” to
mean that the pancreas enables, or directly
produces, the circulation of such resources
around the meridian network. These are selected ideas from Nei Jing metabolism (there is
no definitive version of Nei Jing metabolism,

due to the contradictions from different authors—p.125), but, even though selective,
every detail is still untrue. Influences do not
really exist, and neither these nor blood really
flow in the meridians (pp.40-47), and the
circulation of these (in effect) “imaginary”
substances is not effected by the pancreas (in
contemporary physiology). Even any analogous substances within contemporary physiology—such as glucose, fats, vitamins and
minerals, blood, or oxygen—are not circulated by the pancreas.
The Chinese medicine organ functions
and effects only remain true, as long as Nei
Jing metabolism is not cited to attempt to
explain how they are produced. In recognising
this, my translation of this description is expressed in a way that is both meaningful to
today’s readers, and also avoids any mention
of how the effects are produced. Thus this
main pancreas function and effect remains
fact based.
Note that there is nothing wrong with
students or practitioners referring in their
own mind to the Nei Jing theories of metabolism and physiology, as long as it is realized
that the Chinese medicine described by such
theories is conceptual only, and is certainly
not literally true, so that a practitioner should
not expect to be able to mention such theories
to patients or to anyone outside of Chinese
medicine and remain credible.

2. Provides strength and substance to
the muscles
The Nei Jing authors also noticed that when a
person’s pancreas function was poor for some
time, the muscles of their limbs became weak
and soft.21
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As said on page 64, this is an effect rather
than a direct function. The pancreas (in contemporary physiology) enables the completion of digestion and then regulates the uptake of glucose. It is the presence, or absence,
of the digested resources that then produces
the effect. When these resources are not present, malnourishment results. In this situation, the initial poor pancreas function would
have resulted in us becoming weak and having wasted muscles.
In today’s Chinese medicine, to explain
this effect it is usually said that the pancreas
“dominates the muscles and the four limbs”.22
When the “four limbs” are referred to in the
Nei Jing, this usually means their functioning,
which, in other words, means the ability to
move about. And this could also be understood as meaning the general strength and
stamina.

3. Produces the sense of taste and lip
colour
It was noticed that when the pancreas function was poor, the patient experienced a weak
sense of taste or even no sense of taste at all,23
and also had pale lips;24 and that after the
pancreas was successfully treated, the patient’s
sense of taste returned and their lips regained
their normal redness.
The production of lip colour is certainly
an effect rather than a function. And the production of the sense of taste is probably also
an effect, though this is uncertain. There is
the possibility that this could be a direct function of the pancreas, in the same way that the
production of the appetite is recognised as a
pancreas function in contemporary physiology. However, this pancreas effect (or possible
function) has not been fully explored in con-

temporary physiology, so it is not possible to
determine whether it is a direct function or an
indirect effect. Physiologically, nerves from
the taste buds activate parasympathetic nerves
that enter the pancreas, providing a direct
neuronal link between the taste buds and
pancreas.25 This does provide a direct informational link between the two, so that there
is at least the possibility that the pancreas may
directly produce (or contribute to) the sense
of taste—in contemporary physiology.
The only thing that can be said for certain
is that both these effects (or the function and
effect) are fact based, since they were based on
practical observation by the Nei Jing authors
and are still routinely encountered in clinic
today.
In today’s Chinese medicine, these effects
are usually expressed by saying the pancreas
“opens into the mouth and manifests on the
lips”,26 the term opens into the mouth meaning
there is a strong association between the pancreas and the sense of taste.

4. Prevents haemorrhage
It was noticed that when the pancreas function was poor for an extended period, some
patients suffered various kinds of haemorrhage, such as
• blood in the stools,27
• uterine bleeding,
• purplish spots or patches on the skin,
and
• the tendency to bruise easily.
And after the pancreas was successfully
treated, these signs tended to clear, which led
to the observation that the pancreas prevents
haemorrhage.
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This is certainly an effect rather than a
function. In contemporary physiology, the
pancreas has no direct control over the blood
vessels, nor over whether the blood maintains
its proper place in the vessels or tissue. Its
main function is focused on enabling the
small intestine to complete digestion. But
nonetheless, this effect is still a fact-based observation—that when the pancreas function
has been poor for some time, haemorrhages
tend to occur.
In contemporary physiology, haemorrhaging is most often associated with either a reduced platelet count or with vitamin K deficiency. Reduced platelet production would
usually be due to bone marrow deficiencies;
and vitamin K is usually synthesised in the
intestine by bacterial action.28 However, contemporary physiology does not currently associate these factors with poor pancreas function, which does not, of course, mean there is
no link. Contemporary physiology also does
not associate poor pancreas function with the
symptoms of IBS, yet within Chinese medicine this association has been known for over
two thousand years—and was discovered
through practical observation, in the same
way that the association between poor pancreas function and haemorrhaging was.
In the same way that poor pancreas function affects the function of the intestine (to
produce the symptoms of IBS), it is possible
that it may also affect the synthesis of vitamin
K within the intestines, which would account
for the signs of haemorrhaging. It is also possible that the malnutrition that would result
from poor pancreas function could lead to a
deficiency in the bone marrow, reducing
platelet production, which could also account
for haemorrhaging. These points are specula-

tion. However, even though contemporary
physiology is currently not able to explain
some of the common disease mechanisms
known in Chinese medicine (such as the association of the pancreas with IBS, the “kidneys” with asthma and hay fever, and the liver
with many stress-related signs and symptoms)
this may change in the future. For now, all
that can be said is the these Nei Jing symptomatic observations are clearly fact based—
since they are still routinely encountered in
clinic today.
In today’s Chinese medicine, this effect is
usually expressed by saying the pancreas is
responsible for “controlling the blood”. 29 I
have translated this to “prevents haemorrhage”, since it implies an indirect effect
rather than the direct function of “controlling” the blood, which the pancreas does not
literally do.

5. Counters the effect of gravity on
the organs
It was noticed that when the pancreas function was poor for some time, signs and symptoms could occur featuring an unnatural
downward movement in the body (which
signs and symptoms cleared once the pancreas
was successfully treated), such as
• a bearing-down sensation in the abdomen;
• prolapse of the anus; and
• prolapse of organs such as the uterus,
stomach, kidneys or bladder.
This is clearly an effect rather than a direct
function. And one way to account for this
effect using contemporary notions of physiology is as follows. The pancreas enables the
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body to obtain energy and nutrition from the
food we eat, which then nourishes the muscles and also the tissue of each organ. And in
the same way that the muscles lose volume
and become flaccid when we are malnourished, the internal organs may also suffer
similar effects—becoming weak and possibly
flaccid and (to some degree) losing their
proper form. In this state, they would tend to
no longer retain their proper place in the abdomen.

6. Has mental and emotional
functions
From the time of the Nei Jing, a connection
was noticed between the mental and emotional activity and the functioning of the organs—such that it appeared that each of the
main organs produced certain thoughts or
emotions.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 8
The liver stores the blood. The blood hosts
the hun soul. The liver [influence (chi)]… if
replete, then rage results. The [pancreas]
stores the [constructive influence (ying chi)].
The [constructive influence] hosts the intentions…. The heart stores the vessels. The
vessels host the spirit. The heart [influence]:
if depleted, then the patient will be grieved.
If replete, then he will laugh without end.
The lung stores the [influences]. The influences host the po soul…. The kidneys store
the essence. The essence hosts the mind.”30

In this passage, the theories expressed as to
how each organ produces its mental or emotional activity are not significant. These, like
many of the theories in the Nei Jing, tend to
be either metaphorical and not intended to be
interpreted literally, or simply untrue (p.261).

To take the “heart” theory as an example—the passage states that the heart is associated with the “vessels” (which, at that time,
meant only the “meridians”, which the blood
was considered to be transported through,
since the blood circulatory system was then
unknown—p.42), and that these “meridians”
host the “spirit” (which was considered to be
the portion of the heart that produces its particular mental and emotional traits). Then,
the passage states that when the heart influence (heart chi—which would have been understood as some kind of vapour that contained some essence of the heart’s current
state), when this vapour becomes either depleted or replete (as it flows through the “meridians”), then it is this changed state that
somehow produces the mental traits of the
patient being either “grieved” or “laugh[ing]
without end”. The quality of being “grieved”
is open to interpretation, but the trait of
laughing “inappropriately” is certainly one
that in clinic is still clearly associated with
heart problems. But as to the theory about
how these states are produced by the heart, if
this is interpreted literally then it is clearly
untrue, since the influences do not really exist
anyway (pp.40-47), so that their state within
the “meridians” also does not exist and could
not therefore produce these emotions. But
further, the idea of our thoughts and emotions being produced within the “meridians”
does not seem credible. This thinking was
perhaps a product of the Nei Jing notion that
all states in the body are the result of the
movement of influences through the “meridians”.
However, if we choose to be generous for a
moment and interpret the theory as being
intended metaphorically, then I can see the
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validity of it. The state of the heart influence
(heart chi) in the heart “meridian” was
thought to directly reflect the state of the
heart; and when the theory states that it is the
heart influence in the “meridian” becoming
either replete or depleted that produces the
mental or emotional states, this could be understood as meaning that the function of the
heart itself is changed, and that it is this
changed function in the heart that produces
the mental or emotional state. This I can accept as being true. But I do not believe the
Nei Jing authors intended their theory to be
metaphorical; I believe they understood it to
be literally true—but each reader must decide
this for themselves.
Likewise, the extract states that the pancreas stores the constructive influence (ying
chi), and that the constructive influence hosts
the “intentions”.
Incidentally, when interpreting any passage from the Nei Jing that expresses a theory,
it should be remembered that other Nei Jing
authors (in separate chapters) will sometimes
express a conflicting theory, * which should
caution the reader about accepting any passage at face value.
This particular passage seems to be expressing the theory that the mental activity
associated with the pancreas comes from
something extracted from the food we eat (i.e.
the constructive influence), rather than from
the pancreas itself. At face value, this would
have to be dismissed as nonsense. However,
interpreting the passage metaphorically, I can
see its validity. As expressed below and in the
following chapter, the pancreas is responsible
*

See Chapter 2, on Chinese medicine metabolism, particularly pp.33-48.

for digesting food, and this function appears
to be used by the conscious mind to also digest our thoughts. The “constructive influence” is a theoretical vapour-like substance
that the stomach and pancreas extract from
the food we eat, and which contains some
essence of the original food that can be used
to nourish any part of the body. When the
conscious mind uses the pancreas to digest a
thought, the thought takes the place of the
physical food the pancreas normally digests,
and it is thought that the pancreas may process that thought in the same way it processes
the food (p.93). In other words, the contents
of our thoughts are equivalent to the contents
of our food; i.e. the constructive influence.
Therefore, to say that the constructive influence hosts the “intentions” (i.e. the pancreas’s
mental and emotional functions) is not too
far from the truth—when viewed metaphorically. But again, I think it is more likely that
the Nei Jing author understood their theory to
be literally true.
However, the significant aspect of the
above Ling Shu extract (and any other similar
passage), is not the theories expressed about
how or why the symptoms are produced, but
simply the fact that the Nei Jing authors associated mental and emotional traits with the
main organs. It is true that, to an outsider
(someone not familiar with Chinese medicine), these untrue theories tend to devalue
such passages. But putting the theories aside,
the mental and emotional traits associated
with the organs are still routinely seen in
clinic today—and this book presents a somewhat different explanation for how they may
be produced (see below).
A more impressive passage on this topic is
Section 16 of the Nan Jing. This passage sticks
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entirely to the facts, without theorizing about
them. It discusses how organ malfunction can
be diagnosed. Once such an “illness” has been
detected in the “pulses”, it states that the illness can be confirmed by the presence of the
main physical, mental or emotional signs and
symptoms that were known to be present
when any of the five main organs were “afflicted”. On the pancreas, it states
Extract from Nan Jing, Section 16
Consider feeling a movement in the vessels
that is associated with an illness in the
[pancreas]. External evidence of such an illness includes a yellow face, a tendency to
belch, a tendency to ponder, and a fondness
of tasty food.… The illness, as perceived by
the patient, consists of a swollen and full
abdomen; his food is not digested; his body
feels heavy and the joints ache. He is tired
and weary, desires to lie down, and is unable
to pull his four limbs together. If this evidence is present, the [pancreas] is afflicted.
If it is not present, the [pancreas] is not afflicted.31

Note that “a tendency to ponder” is cited
as the main mental trait associated with the
pancreas, which, in my experience, is more
clinically accurate, and useful, than the description of the pancreas as housing “intention”. And this is supported by Chapter 5 of
the Su Wen, which, when describing the traits
associated with the pancreas, states “among
the states of mind it is pensiveness”.32 Today,
“pensive” is defined as “deeply or seriously
thoughtful, often with a tinge of sadness”.33
This seems to perfectly describe the manner
of a person whose conscious mind is dominated by this aspect of the pancreas function.

For contemporary readers, the notion of
the abdominal organs playing any part in our
mental and emotional activity may be hard to
accept. But this ancient knowledge was based
on practical observation; and the associations
of certain thoughts and emotions with certain
organs is still routinely seen in clinic today.
Since this subject is so clinically significant, the whole of Chapter 5 is devoted to
exploring it. Using concepts from contemporary physiology, the chapter provides detailed
explanations of how it may be possible for the
main abdominal organs to produce many aspects of our mental activity—and conversely,
for similar mental activity to be able to impede the functioning of the abdominal organs. But for now, the following introduces
the topic.
It is clear that the pancreas provides us
with the ability to mentally digest facts, just
as it provides us with the ability to digest
food. The following observations (amongst
others), which are routinely encountered in
clinic, support this notion.
Habitual thinkers tend to develop poor
pancreas function. And when such people
then indulge in a bout of intensive thinking,
this usually weakens further their pancreas
function, producing a flare up of the related
signs and symptoms, such as feeling bloated
and tired after eating, having a tender abdomen, poor energy, frequent loose stools, excess
gas, and intolerances to certain foods. It is as
though the pancreas’s resources are drained by
the activity of us mentally digesting facts.
Further (some time after the Nei Jing), it
was recognised that the activity of the organs
have a daily rhythm and each organ is most
active in a particular two hour period (p.379).
The pancreas function is known to be strong-
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est between the hours of nine and eleven a.m.,
and to then gradually diminish until it
reaches its weakest at nine p.m. And the habitual thinkers who develop poor pancreas
function find they can think clearly only in
the morning, until about midday, and if they
try to mentally digest facts later in the day,
they find this increasingly difficult. This suggests that the ability to mentally digest facts
depends on the strength of the pancreas function. In other words, that it is the pancreas
that is responsible for this ability. And also, if
this mental ability were a function of the
brain alone, unrelated to the pancreas function, it would not be time dependent.
Today, this is a common pattern amongst
students or any person whose work involves
heavy thinking. And when revising for exams
or when the demands of their work are intensified, this can induce a flare up of the signs
and symptoms of poor pancreas function
(known as IBS in contemporary medicine).
And even our own recent ancestors appear
to have had an awareness of the possible association between the organs and thoughts,
since this awareness is fossilized in the very
language. We still use phrases such as “food
for thought” and “chewing over an idea”
which suggest the knowledge that the digestive organs are associated with our ability to
mentally digest facts; and phrases such as having a “gut feeling” or a “gut instinct”, indicating that instinctive ideas seem to somehow
come from within the abdomen.
A possible physiological explanation of
how the pancreas could provide us with this
mental ability is given in Chapter 5.

Improper function
When the pancreas function is poor and the
condition has been present for some time, any
of the above mentioned pancreas functions
and effects could become defective, which
could cause a selection of the following signs
and symptoms to occur:
• poor appetite13 (prefer to only eat small
amounts);
• general weakness11 (and hence the tendency to avoid speaking),34 and feeling
tired after eating;
• abdominal bloating and discomfort14
(particularly after eating), excess gas,15
frequent loose stools16;
• intolerances for certain foods, such as
dairy or wheat;
• poor sense of taste23;
• cravings for sweet food (p.82);
• muscles of limbs are weak and soft
(emaciated)12;
• tendency to bruise easily or have mild
haemorrhages or purple spots or patches on the skin, blood in the stools, excessive menstrual flow or bleeding of
the uterus27;
• feeling a bearing-down sensation in the
abdomen, possibly with prolapse of the
anus or of internal organs such as the
stomach, kidneys, uterus or bladder;
and
• pain or discomfort anywhere along the
pancreas or stomach meridian.35
People with this condition would tend to
be habitual thinkers or worriers,36 and all the
above signs and symptoms would tend to be
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made worse after extended periods of heavy
thinking or studying.
Today’s Chinese medicine term for this
condition is analogous to “poor pancreas
function”. The condition would usually be
called “Pancreas chi deficiency” (or, in other
texts, “Spleen chi deficiency”). Using this
book’s convention, this would be written
“Pancreas influence deficiency”. The phrase
“pancreas influence” is analogous to “pancreas
function” (p.27), therefore today’s Chinese
medicine term for the condition is analogous
to “poor pancreas function”.

How a diagnosis is made
When a patient first comes for treatment,
they often have problems with several of their
main organs but have come to clinic to address a single issue which is often a complication of one of the main problems. I would
usually begin by asking whether they had certain signs and symptoms related to each of
the main organs. If the patient had around
three of the signs and symptoms listed above,
this would suggest they had poor pancreas
function, and I would confirm this by examining their pulses and tongue (see the Nan
Jing extract on page 73 above).
Facial colour and tone of voice
This initial questioning could also be guided
by my impressions of the patient, including
their general manner, complexion, and the
sound of their voice. When poor pancreas
function is pronounced, there may be a yellow hue visible on their face.

when ripe, is a shining yellow colour]
wrapped up in white silk.37

And Chapter 37 of the Ling Shu states
“…when the [pancreas] has a disease, the lips
are yellow…”,38 where the ‘lips’ refers to the
skin around the lips, rather than the red part.
Chapter 5 of the Su Wen associates a “singing” tone of voice with the pancreas.39 And in
clinic today, when a patient’s health is dominated by their pancreas function, they will
often have a singing quality to their tone of
voice and will also often hum or sing to
themselves.

The pulses
The taking of pulses has been a part of Chinese medicine from its beginnings. Today,
these are taken only at the patient’s wrists,
though at the time of the Nei Jing, the
“pulses” (then known as the “movement in
the vessels”) were felt at certain acupoints on
the meridian of each organ; it was the Nan
Jing that introduced the novelty of taking all
the pulses only at the wrists (p.299).
The pulse is felt in three different positions on each wrist, each position providing
information about the functioning of a different organ. This is conveyed in the quality of
the pulse, rather than merely its speed; and
the possible qualities could involve the width
of the pulse, the firmness, or tautness, the
shape of the rising and falling, the strength,
the depth, and so on—with each quality indicating a particular type of malfunction in the
corresponding organ*.

Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 10
If the complexion is generated by the [pancreas], it resembles a gua-lou fruit [which,

*

For a detailed description of the mechanism
that enables pulses to contain this information, see
page 302.
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A typical pulse with poor pancreas
function
When there is poor pancreas function, the
pulse would often be weak and deep at the
second position on the patient’s right wrist
(which corresponds to the pancreas*), and the
pulse would tend to have a quality known as
“slippery”. The sensation of feeling a “slippery” pulse could be imagined as being akin
to feeling treacle flowing beneath your fingers
rather than water—as though the blood were
thicker than it should be and moves more
slowly, so that the rise and fall of the pulse
may seem somewhat lazy.

The term “dampness”
“Dampness” is said to result in us when the
digestion, particularly the pancreas function,
is poor; or, to put it another way, when the
digestive ability is unable to cope with a particular type of food we eat—in the quantities
we eat it in. Hence, the state is related to the
digestion.
When a person has just eaten a large meal,
their pulses usually adopt a “slippery” quality.
But after a short while, their digestion of the
meal progresses and this quality usually clears
from their pulses. However, if their pancreas
function is poor, this “clearing” process may
take longer, or may never completely finish,
leaving the person with pulses that are permanently “slippery”. This state is then known
as dampness, which could be understood as
meaning that the person’s digestion is weak—
and the not-properly-processed digestive substances constitute the damp within the person. In time, oedema may result (see below
for an explanation).
*

The pulse positions are shown on page 301.

The above are the facts in practical terms.
But what could the presence of “dampness”
be equated to in contemporary physiology? In
other words, what effects might happen in the
body due to poor pancreas function?
The “slippery” pulse after eating, represents a state in the functioning of the organs—as all Chinese medicine pulses do. In
the blood (in contemporary physiology), the
products of digestion are being circulated,
and there is a sudden surplus of glucose (the
body’s main fuel) and also proteins and fats.
All the organs would be exposed to this sudden surplus, therefore the “slippery” pulse
quality usually appears in all pulse positions.
But this excess of glucose, fats and proteins is
usually regulated and returns to normal. This
regulation is performed by
• the pancreas, by secreting insulin and
glucagon to control the uptake of glucose—p.63;
• the liver, which stores much of the glucose for use later, and converts fats into
triglyceride to store them in the fatty
tissues of the body—p.99;
• the kidneys, which also store glucose
for use later, just as the liver does—
p.153; and
• the adrenal glands, which regulate the
blood glucose level by counteracting
insulin, and play a significant role in
releasing the stored glucose from the
liver, kidneys and muscle tissue, and
also mobilize the energy stored in the
body’s fat reserves—p.154.
When this “slippery” quality remains in a
person’s pulses throughout the day, this sug-
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gests that some part of all the above regulation is not working properly.
From Chinese medicine observations, it is
clear that this state usually begins with poor
pancreas function, but any of the other organs
mentioned above may also be involved. However, since the treatment focuses on the pancreas, this may be the main organ involved. In
contemporary physiology, it is possible that
this simply consists of a malfunction in the
pancreas’s ability to control the uptake of glucose, but to a lesser degree than exists in diabetes—to be, perhaps, the forerunner of diabetes.
Also in contemporary physiology, it is
probably not possible to accurately define all
the processes and organs involved in producing the state known as “dampness” in Chinese
medicine. But it could perhaps be best visualized as follows. The products of digestion are
not properly regulated, and due to this “fault”
in the supply of nutrition to all the organs
and processes, the organ functions become
“sluggish”, and in time oedema may develop,
which may be explained as follows.
In Chinese medicine, the term “kidneys”
includes the kidneys and adrenal glands
(p.153), and both these structures work
closely with the pancreas to regulate the processing, storage and supply of glucose. Once
the poor pancreas function fails to properly
regulate the uptake of glucose, this may impede the function of any other organ also involved in this process, including the “kidneys”, and once the kidney function is impeded, this may produce the oedema (p.163).

Tongue examination
In Chinese medicine, it is recognised that the
malfunction or the organs produces visible

changes to various aspects of the tongue. On
the body of the tongue, different areas are
associated with particular organs and when an
organ has been stressed for some time, its associated area may have a changed body colour
(it may be unusually red or pale); or there
may be a change in the tongue shape, such as
a dip in that area; or the tongue coating may
show a change in its thickness or colour
(p.383).
The stomach and pancreas are associated
with the central area of the tongue, and with
poor pancreas function there may be a dip in
this region. But more reliably the tongue’s
general body shape would tend to be noticeably swollen with teeth indentations along
both sides.
In clinic, this type of tongue is a reliable
indication of poor pancreas function. And I
also find that people with such a tongue are,
without fail, heavy thinkers or worriers. This
has often caused me to wonder which came
first. Was it that the person developed poor
pancreas function, which then caused them to
become habitual thinkers; or were they always
prone to continuously thinking, which led to
them developing poor pancreas function,
which in turn tended to worsen their thinking
habits (since the thinking became harder) and
the more they indulged, the more this weakened their pancreas function, so worsening
their digestive symptoms, until they arrived at
an impasse where they suffered chronic digestive symptoms and could not think clearly.
This, of course, is the worst case scenario, but
many habitual thinkers or worriers may be
able to relate to the description. As to which
came first, it may not be possible to tell; the
only certain thing is that poor pancreas func-
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tion and heavy thinking seem to go hand-inhand.

Treating poor pancreas function
Once diagnosed, an acupoint would be selected to strengthen the pancreas function.
Some typical acupoints are Stomach-36
(Zusanli), Pancreas-6 * (Sanyinjiao), Pancreas3† (Taibai) and Bladder-20 (Pishu).
Note that usually only a single acupoint
would be used. In acupuncture, there is often
a choice of several different acupoints that
could achieve the same effect, and the above
are amongst the most commonly used acupoints to affect the pancreas function.
Due to the resonance between the pancreas and these acupoints, when poor pancreas function has been present for some time,
the acupoints tend to become tender. When
one of the acupoints is stimulated, this utilizes
the same resonance but in reverse, which encourages the organ to cancel out the malfunction in itself that caused the tenderness
(p.372), and the organ returns to normal
function. The pancreas pulse would then become much stronger (where it was previously
weak) and usually change in quality.
Since the problem is corrected by the organ
itself, is hormonal activity also
normalized?
The monitoring of the body’s hormonal activity (or of any similar factors in the blood considered in contemporary physiology) plays no
part in Chinese medicine. However, since
part of this book’s purpose is to relate Chinese

*
†

Also called Spleen-6.
Also called Spleen-3.

medicine to contemporary physiology, this
issue needs to be commented on.
Acupuncture utilizes the associations between the organs and specific locations on the
meridians to encourage the organs to cancel
out any malfunctions themselves. And once a
course of treatments is successful, the person
feels good and any signs and symptoms they
previously suffered in relation to the treated
organ would have cleared—which is one of
the measures of the treatment’s success. Since
hormones are simply an organ’s communication medium, and other similar factors in the
blood are merely a measure of that organ’s
activity, and the condition has been corrected
by the organ itself, it is difficult to imagine
why such factors would not also have returned to normal—assuming they were abnormal before the treatment.
For example, one key symptom experienced by people with poor pancreas function
is a poor appetite. In contemporary physiology, it is considered that the secretion of the
hormone pancreatic polypeptide (by the pancreas) may be responsible for producing the
appetite (p.63). Once poor pancreas function
is successfully treated with acupuncture, the
patient’s appetite usually dramatically improves. If our appetite is produced by the
hormonal activity of the pancreas, this would
suggest that the acupuncture treatment of the
pancreas caused the organ to correct its hormonal activity.
Another common example is acupuncture’s treatment of hay fever. In contemporary
physiology, hay fever would usually be considered an immune-system issue. In Chinese
medicine terms, the underlying cause of hay
fever is usually poor “kidney” function. When
the “kidneys” are mentioned in Chinese
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medicine, this also encompasses the adrenal
glands (p.153) which, from evolution’s point
of view, are a part of the “kidneys” and are
therefore treated whenever acupuncture corrects the function of the “kidneys”. The adrenal glands secrete the hormone cortisol. One
of cortisol’s many actions is the development
and maintenance of normal immunity
(p.154). In my clinical experience, acupuncture treatment of hay fever is usually extremely effective, often transforming the lives
of life-long hay fever sufferers, who find that
after successful treatment, when they are exposed to all the same allergens as before, they
now experience no signs and symptoms. In
contemporary physiology, the patient’s immune system is now clearly working properly,
whereas before the treatments, it was not,
which suggests that the acupuncture treatment of the “kidneys” (which includes the
adrenal glands) caused the adrenal glands to
correct their hormonal activity.
The progress of treatment
In Western countries, acupuncture sessions
tend to be given at weekly intervals initially,
then the time between treatments is increased
as the signs and symptoms improve. On the
second visit, most patients report an improvement in some of their symptoms, which
could include an improvement in their sense
of taste, energy or digestion, with less bloating
and tiredness after eating, or the absence of
loose stools; and some even report an improvement in their ability to think, with their
mind seeming more clear. After the first session, this improvement may only last for a
day or two, particularly when the symptoms
were present for many years. But after each
successive treatment, the improvements usu-

ally last longer, until the patient remains
symptom free between treatments. At this
point, the interval between treatments is increased. Many patients then only return for a
further treatment once they start to feel less
well. This might be once a month or even just
once a season, depending on how stressful
their life is.
Patient example
Male, aged 56. This patient had a wide range
of symptoms that had built up for years, including poor appetite, feeling tired after eating, having a poor sense of taste, sweet cravings, loose stools, and he found it hard to
think after midday. All these symptoms
cleared after a few treatments. See the full
case history on page 246.

The value of regular maintenance
treatments
Once a patient’s health problem has been resolved, they usually appreciate the value of
good health and realize that this can be maintained by regular treatments, with the frequency being determined by the degree of
stress in their life.
Extract from the Su Wen, Chapter 2
The sages did not treat those already ill, but
treated those not yet ill; they did not put in
order what was already in disorder, but put
in order what was not yet in disorder….
Now, when [treatment is sought] only after
a disease has become fully developed—
when attempts at restoring order are initiated only after disorder has fully developed—this is as if a well were dug when one
is thirsty, and as if weapons were cast when
the fight is on. Would this not be too late?40
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Causes of poor pancreas function
This condition is widespread in developed
countries, since they are “thinking” societies.
Many jobs are mentally demanding, the education system itself demands intensive study
over many years, and perhaps the situation of
wealth itself tends to produce citizens who are
prone to thinking and worrying—due to the
pressures of consumerism.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 29
When one is invaded by a robber wind or
depletion evil, the yang [meridians] receive
it. When food and drinks are consumed
without restraint, when rising and resting
occur out of time, the yin [meridians] receive it.
When the yang [meridians] receive it, then it
enters the six [yang organs (fu)]. When the
yin [meridians] receive it, then it enters the
five [yin organs (zang)].
When it enters the six [yang organs], then
the body becomes hot and one lies down
when it is not the proper time. In the upper
part of the body this causes [shortness of
breath].
When it enters the five [yin organs], then
distension and obstruction result. In the
lower part of the body this causes outflow of
undigested food. If this lasts for long, it
causes intestinal [gas].41

As usual with any Nei Jing passage, the
important detail to focus on is the content the
authors gained from practical observation. In
the above extract, this is that when exposed to
external pathogens, this tends to produce the
signs and symptoms of a cold or flu; i.e. we
become hot and weak (lying down when not
the proper time) and have shortness of breath.

But when “food and drinks are consumed
without restraint” and when we do not keep
to normal hours (rise and rest out of time),
this affects the yin organs (zang), including
the pancreas, which produces the symptoms
of “distension and obstruction”, loose stools
(outflow of undigested food), and intestinal
gas.
The untrue elements in the above extract,
which resulted from theorizing, were that
both external and internal pathogens affect us
by entering the “meridians”; and the ideas on
the nature of those pathogens (p.44). However, this aside, all the practical observations
about the causes of illness and the resultant
signs and symptoms are reliable and have certainly stood the test of time.
When considering the pancreas, an important point to realize is that “consuming food
and drinks without restraint” also refers to
mentally digesting information without constraint; i.e. always thinking, studying or worrying.
All this mental activity tends to impede
the pancreas function. Chapter 5 uses concepts from contemporary physiology to provide a detailed description of how this relationship between our thoughts and pancreas
function may be possible. But in summary—
when the conscious mind needs to digest a
thought, it uses the pancreas’s digestive function, since that function existed for millions
of years before such thoughts came along. But
many of the ideas we try to digest are difficult
to understand, and we may fail to properly
digest them. And since this mental function
mirrors the pancreas’s physical function, a
failure in the one produces a corresponding
failure in the other. Therefore, when we fail to
properly digest a thought, this impedes the
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pancreas’s ability to extract nutrition from
food. And the more we study difficult topics,
or rack our brains to understand something
that is beyond us, the more the pancreas function is impeded.
The body was designed to be used
Through most of evolution the body was
physically active, which would have been relied on when nature designed the digestive
system. Nature does things efficiently, and it
would have been wasteful to create a digestive
system that worked perfectly whilst we remained largely inactive. Therefore the body
was designed to rely on normal usage to assist
all its systems to work effectively. And gentle
exercise after a meal aids the digestive process.
But most of today’s occupations demand lack
of exercise, which only makes it harder for the
digestive organs to work properly.
And finally, the very fact that we live in a
developed society seems (paradoxically) to
demand that we eat unhealthy food, making
it even harder for the overworked digestive
organs to extract the nourishment the body
needs. The pancreas cannot cope with the
demands we place on it, and many of the
signs and symptoms listed on page 74 develop.
Acupuncture highlights unhealthy lifestyle
factors
Acupuncture normalizes the functions of the
main organs, and at the end of a treatment
session patients often comment on how relaxed they feel, and some even describe their
state as euphoric. I usually tell them that what
they are feeling is normal, but that normality
only feels this good to them because they were
so used to living in a stressed state.

This “normality” does begin to wear off in
the days following the treatment, since the
patient returns to their previous stresses, and
responds to them in the same way. But after a
few treatments, patients often make spontaneous changes to their lifestyle. It is as though
the treatments make them aware of the factors in their life that detract from this “normality”—that is, the factors that encourage
their organs to work in ways that do not feel
right. And a patient with poor pancreas function might become less inclined to overthink,
or to worry, since they can now so clearly feel
how exhausting this is, or how unwell it
makes them feel. Or they may restrict their
thinking to mornings and avoid it for the remainder of the day, where possible; and perhaps start to introduce more light exercise,
particularly after eating, and also changes to
their diet.

Helpful changes to the diet
When a patient has poor pancreas function, it
would be beneficial for them to avoid eating
any of the following:
• all heavy dairy produce, such as cheese
and cream;
• pork and rich meat;
• roasted peanuts (such as in peanut butter);
• concentrated juices, especially orange
and tomato;
• bananas, sugar and sweeteners; and
• if the poor pancreas function is pronounced, wheat could be avoided in
the early stages of treatment.42
And in general all meals should be cooked
and warm, and liquids should also be at body
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temperature or above. This is to aid the digestive process—since, when we eat raw or cold
foods, the stomach and pancreas need to work
harder to digest them; while if foods are
cooked and warm, they can be digested more
easily.
Sweet cravings
Chapter 10 of the Su Wen states that “the
[pancreas] longs for sweet flavours”. 43 And
most patients I see in clinic who have poor
pancreas function describe themselves as having sweet cravings. This is because food that is
naturally sweet tends to benefit the pancreas.
However, in developed countries, people often satisfy this craving by eating chocolate or
other foods high in refined sugar, which may
provide a short term boost in energy but ultimately only weakens the pancreas further.
This is because the sweetness is far too high.
The remedial flavours that we crave should be
taken in small doses, which have a beneficial
effect; but when taken in large doses, this
tends to overwhelm the organ and have a
negative effect.44
The following foods are naturally sweet
and would all tend to have a beneficial effect
(when adequately cooked):
• sweet root vegetables, such as carrot,
parsnip, sweet potato, potato;
• rice, oats, millet;
• cauliflower, pumpkin, squash, string
beans, broad beans, lentils, peas;
• blueberry, cherry, date, fig, grape,
strawberry;
• salmon, herring, or any white fish; and
• chamomile and jasmine.45

Other terms used for pancreas
conditions
When poor pancreas function has been present for many years, or is particularly pronounced, this could cause signs and symptoms beyond those mentioned above. However, since these signs and symptoms result
from a worsening of the poor pancreas function, their treatment is very similar. These
extra, less common signs and symptoms
might involve
A. extreme lack of energy, with the body
feeling heavy;
B. excessive feeling of coldness, particularly in the limbs, and an aversion to
cold;
C. undigested food in watery stools; and
D. bright yellow face, eyes and skin, with
scanty, yellow urine.
In today’s Chinese medicine, items “A” to
“C” are called “Pancreas yang deficiency”. *
There are a number of possible interpretations
of this term. Here, yang could be referring to
the function of the organ, so that “yang deficiency” means an absence of organ function
(or barely detectible function), and this condition is understood to be a progression from
the state of poor pancreas function. Or another interpretation of “yang deficiency” is
that the condition has reached the stage where
the yang aspects of the body have been affected. In this context yang refers to the quality of warming, animating, of adding colour
and life. Due to the poetic and metaphorical
nature of such terms, it is not always possible
to clearly equate them to a single concept in
*

Or “Spleen yang deficiency” in other books.
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contemporary physiology. And item “D” is
called “Damp heat in the pancreas” (page 181
explains the term damp heat).
Such terms are relatively recent adoptions
It should be noted that the above terms were
not used in the Nei Jing or Nan Jing and were
adopted more recently (p.449). However, in
the Nei Jing there was no single way of referring to or describing an illness in an organ.
Different authors used different approaches
and different terms. The Nan Jing extract on
page 73 above is a good example of a simple
approach, where it was said that if a range of
signs and symptoms were present, together
with a “movement in the vessels” related to
that organ (i.e. an organ pulse indicating the
organ function was not normal), then the
organ was said to be “afflicted”, whereas if
these signs were not present, then the organ
was not afflicted. In other words, an organ
was either ill or not ill (p.449). And this book
follows this simple approach by using a single
term to describe illness in an organ—usually
“poor (organ) function”, meaning that the
organ is stressed in some way.

in the quality of the blood, which could cause
a range of signs and symptoms, including
• a pale complexion, pale lips and fingernails;
• dizziness, vertigo;
• dry stools, constipation; and
• dry skin or hair, with the skin being
itchy.
And if the heart were affected by the poor
quality blood, this could produce
• poor long-term memory;
• insomnia (where it was difficult to fall
asleep, rather than waking during the
night); and
• palpitations, anxiety.
And if the liver were affected, this could
produce
• numbness46 or weak tremors in the
limbs;
• blurred vision, floaters (seeing dark
specks in the field of vision); and
• scanty or delayed menses.47

Effects on the quality of the blood
The Nei Jing notion of blood was that it provided nourishment, but only the yin aspect of
nourishment (the validity of this notion is
discussed on page 42). The blood was considered to be manufactured by the digestion. As
regards the nutritional content of blood, this
is also true in contemporary physiology (but
see page 42). Therefore the quality of this
aspect of the blood depends on the good
function of the pancreas and stomach. And an
exhausted pancreas would lead to a reduction

In today’s Chinese medicine, the above
conditions would be termed “Blood deficiency”, “Heart blood deficiency”, or “Liver
blood deficiency” respectively.
However, once the poor pancreas function
was treated, all the complications would tend
to clear, so it would seem unnecessary to regard all the above signs and symptoms as belonging to separate conditions, each requiring
separate treatment. It is true that in acupuncture there are many ways of tackling the same
problem, and there are certain acupoints that

End of Chapter 4 extract
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the lower abdomen. The disease lets that
person develop a tendency to be angry. In
the case of depletion, the eyes become unclear and cannot see anything; the ears cannot hear anything. The patient tends to be
fearful, as if someone were about to arrest
him.1

Introduction
Disease names used in the Nei Jing
Most of the disease names in the following
glossary were not used in the Nei Jing, but
were adopted more recently in Chinese medicine. The Nei Jing (and Nan Jing) is a large
collection of scripts from different authors, so
that there was no uniformity in the terms
used. However, there was a general approach
to describing organ disease. This was, in effect, to simply list the possible signs and
symptoms that may occur when an organ was
“diseased”, but not to give the disease (or syndrome) a specific name.
An organ “disease”
In Chapter 22 of the Su Wen, a list of possible
signs and symptoms is given for a “disease” in
each of the organs. No specific disease names
are given; instead only the generic term of
“disease” is used.
Extract from Su Wen, Chapter 22
In the case of a liver disease, there is pain
below the two flanks and this pain pulls on

“The case of depletion” is mentioned (in
other words, when the liver condition led to a
depleted state; or, when a state of depletion
already existed), but this is only mentioned in
the context of being a possible explanation for
some of the liver-related symptoms (“the eyes
become unclear and cannot see anything”),
and is not suggested as a “disease” in its own
right.
The presence of “evil influence” in the
organ
Chapter 20 of the Ling Shu defines “disease”
as being the result of “evil” (or “harmful”)
influence being present in the affected organ.
In other words, again, it is mentioned that an
organ is “diseased”, and the possible signs and
symptoms are listed. But no name is given to
the organ’s condition. It was thought suffi449
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cient to (in effect) merely state that the organ
had a condition.
Extract from Ling Shu, Chapter 20
When [harmful influences] are in the liver,
then the patient will feel pain in the upper
flanks. His centre is cold, and malign blood
is inside. When he walks, his joints tend to
cramp. At times his legs are swollen.2

And the passage uses the same approach to
describe the state of “disease” in the other four
yin organs (zang).
An organ’s meridian being “excited”
Chapter 10 of the Ling Shu describes the
paths of all the meridians, and states that
when any of these “vessels are excited”, this
results in signs and symptoms in the related
organ.3 In other words, the fact that an organ
has a disease is detected in the “movement” in
its meridian (i.e. the “organ pulse” in today’s
Chinese medicine terms), and a list of possible signs and symptoms is suggested. And the
signs and symptoms themselves are termed a
“disease”.
For example, the chapter states “These are
diseases generated by the lung: cough with
rising [influence], panting and thirst, vexed
heart, a feeling of fullness in the chest, pain
and receding [influence] at the frontal edge
inside the soft parts of the upper arms. Heat
in the palms.”4
The passage does, though, go on to mention some symptoms that may occur depending on whether the influences are “exuberant”
or “depleted” (i.e. whether the “lung pulse” is
either full or weak). It states “When the [influences] abound in exuberance, the shoulders
and the back will feel pain with wind. Patients sweat and urinate frequently, but only

small quantities. If the [influences] are depleted, the shoulders and the back will feel
pain with cold. The patients experience
shortness of [influence], so that there are not
enough [influences] available for breathing.”5
But here, still, there is no mention of a disease
name. Instead, the passage suggests that the
diagnostic method (taking the patient’s
pulses, in this case) can sometimes indicate
that certain signs or symptoms may be prevalent. But the “disease” is not called “Lung chi
exuberance” or “Lung chi depletion” for example. Instead, this particular Nei Jing author
simply regards all signs or symptoms as being
the “disease”. In other words, at this time, no
specific disease terms were known to this author to describe these lung conditions, so he
simply lists the signs and symptoms.
An organ having an “illness” or being
“afflicted”
In the Nan Jing, which is slightly later than
the Nei Jing, the same general approach was
still used. In the following example, an organ
is described as having an “illness” (which is
detectable in the “movements” in its meridian; i.e. the “organ pulse” in today’s terms),
and the possible signs and symptoms are
listed. Apart from this, no specific disease
name was used.
Extract from Nan Jing, Section 16
Consider feeling a movement in the vessels
that is associated with an illness in the lung.
External evidence of such an illness includes
a white face, a tendency to sneeze, grief
without joy, and an inclination to cry…. The
illness, as perceived by the patient, consists
of panting and coughing, and of shivering
from fits of cold and heat. If this evidence is
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present, the lung is afflicted. If it is not present, the lung is not afflicted.6

Today’s approach
The above simple, straightforward approach
coincides with this book’s approach, which is
to simply state that an organ’s function is
poor, and to cite the possible signs and symptoms that might result. This has the added
bonus that it also makes sense to today’s readers outside of Chinese medicine.

However, in today’s Chinese medicine,
many terms have been adopted that were not
used by the Nei Jing authors—where an organ’s malfunction is now divided into several
syndromes, depending on whether certain
states recognised in Chinese medicine are also
present (such as heat, dampness, deficiency,
stagnation, and so on). These syndromes, and
the related terms, are described below.
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blood Blood was considered to be a nourishing substance made from liquids that
the digestion extracted from the diet. It was considered to flow in the “meridians” (p.29), along with chi (see below), and to be self-propelling. In
other words, the heart was not thought to have the function of circulating
the blood, as it is known to today (p.42).
Blood deficiency Since blood is manufactured by the digestion, when the digestion is weak
for some time, or the diet inadequate, this may cause poor quality blood
(“Blood deficiency”), which may produce any of the signs and symptoms
listed on page 83. In contemporary terms, the same condition is know as
anaemia.
Blood stagnation Some conditions were thought to involve an accumulation of blood in the
“meridians” (p.29) and collaterals, where the flow was either sluggish or
had ceased. Today, this is known as “Blood stagnation”, and is associated
with sharp, stabbing sensations, as in sciatica. However, this notion is conceptual only; the blood does not literally flow in the “meridians”, therefore
it is not able to stagnate there, and there are other explanations for such
symptoms (p.219).
chi This term was first used in a medical context in the Nei Jing. And it was
understood to mean a vapour-like substance that circulates in the “meridians”, in much the same way that mist drifts through the air. The vapour
was thought to contain the essence of the substance it originated from—
such as food, wind, cold, and so on. It thus communicated the influence
of that substance to every part of the body, either nourishing it (in the case
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of food influence) or damaging it (in the case of wind or cold influence).
This whole notion is conceptual only, since we now know that chi does
not really exist in the body (pp.40-47). However, it forms the core of all
Nei Jing thinking about how the body works, so that, even though the
notion is conceptual only, it is important to understand it as the Nei Jing
authors did, so that their other thinking can also be understood as they
intended it.
In this book the term is translated as “influence”. However, in today’s
Chinese medicine, this term is often translated as energy, using a contemporary concept to replace the intended one. But the concept of energy, as
we know it, was unknown to the Nei Jing authors and is incompatible
with their notions of metabolism. See Chapter 3 (p.49), which discusses
the varying notions of chi through the history of Chinese medicine.
Chi deficiency This term is usually applied to an organ, as in “Heart chi deficiency”. In
this case, it means that the organ function is poor (or has a lack of “resources”) which causes the organ to produce various signs or symptoms
(p.27). The term is also sometimes used generally, in which case it means
that the person has low energy and would have signs or symptoms such as
slow movements, slow speech, a quiet voice, a pale complexion, cold flesh,
and they would feel the cold and generally appear fragile.
collateral See meridian.
damp Dampness results in us when the digestion, particularly the pancreas function, is poor. Simplistically, it could be imagined as the “soup” of nutrients
in the blood being too “thick”—or remaining unprocessed long after we
had eaten. And this state may lead to various signs or symptoms, hence
dampness is regarded as a pathogen (p.76).
damp heat When dampness has been present in the body for some time, this often
produces signs or symptoms of heat (see below), and this condition would
then be referred to as damp heat (p.181). The signs and symptoms could
include redness, itching, dry skin, or such conditions as burning on urination (known as “thrush” in contemporary terms).
Damp heat in the This condition is a worsening of “Pancreas chi deficiency”, and only usupancreas ally occurs after the pancreas function has been poor for some time. In
this case, dampness (see damp above) would have usually also been present
for some time, which has then generated heat (see below), to produce
damp heat. Hence, there would be signs or symptoms of “Pancreas chi
deficiency” (p.74), plus signs of damp heat, such as bright yellow face, eyes
and skin, with scanty, yellow urine (p.82).

END OF EXTRACTS

